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0.2 Summary 

Our work is concerned with the relation between a complex differential geometric prop

erty. namely holomorphicit,v. and a metric one, namel~' to be conformal and minimal, 

of immersions (possibly branched) of Riemann surfaces into Kahler manifolds. 

A well known theorem (Wirtinger's Inequality) states that every holomorphic sur

face inside a Kahler manifold is area minimizing w.r. t. variations with compact support. 

Of course, the converse is not true in general. However. there are important situations, 

as in the resolution of the Frankel Conjecture by Siu and Yau, when it is. A first 

motivation for our research is to understand to which extent is the converse true. In 

Chapter 1 we discuss this problem after having briefly recalled the basic notions and 

background material that will be needed in the sequel. 

We first tried to prove some general existence result for immersions into riemannian 

manifolds, which are area minimizing among classes of maps sharing some topological 

properties. Following the line of the proof of the existence theorem for minimal surfaces 

incompressible on the fundamental group. due to Sacks-Dhlenbeck and Schoen-Yau, in 

Chapter 2 we prove existence of minimal surfaces incompressible on t he first homology 

group. We apply this result to the theory of Abelian Varieties, and we present here a 

new proof, completely based on riemannian techniques. of a classical result about the 

Schottky Problem, i.e. the characterization of the jacobian locus inside the space of 

principally polarized abelian varieties of complex dimension 2 and 3. 

:\ crucial step in the proof of this result is the fact. proved by I\Iicallef. that a 

converse of \Yirtinger's Inequality holds for immersions of closed surfaces of genus :2 

and 3 into flat 1'1 or T6. respect ivel~', As for the Schottky problem. also for minimal 

surface theory, 1 he situation becomes more difficult as the dimension of the target torus 

11l creases. 

In ('hapter :~ \\'(\ give a unified presentation of an ullpublished 1 heorem of ).licallef 

(Theorem :3.-1.1) \\'it.h our research work. In particular \\'p ~ive a n~r~' explicit \\'a~' 

to const ruet. S1 able minimal immersions of surfaces of genus r ~ .t into flat tori of 

·1 



dimension 2r and of genus r > I into flat tori of dimension 2( r - 1). The existence of 

such examples represents a major difficulty in the attempt to apply minimal surface 

theory to the theory of abelian varieties. 

In his thesis Micallef proved a converse of \Virtinger's Inequality for isometric stable 

minimal immersions of complete oriented surfaces into ]R4. with the euclidean metric. 

provided that the Kahler angle of the immersion omits an open set of [0. 7r]. In Chapter 

4 we show that this result does not depend on the linear structure of ]R4, but on a 

riemannian property of its flat metric. namely the fact that it is hyperkahler. \Ve prove 

in fact the same theorem replacing ]R4 with any hyperkahler 4-manifold. 

In the same Chapter we give also a description of known results about the relation 

between the Kahler angle and the Gauss lift (or the Gauss map. in the case of euclidean 

space) associated to an immersion. 

In the last Chapter we go back to the study of periodic minimal surfaces. 

The results we proved in Chapter 2 and 3 pointed out many natural questions about 

uniqueness and rigidity of periodic minimal surfaces with some topological constraints. 

In Chapter .5 we describe a framework for the study of this kind of problems that 

we believe to be very promising in many different situations, and we study in detail 

this setting for immersions of surfaces of genus r into flat T2r. Our approach makes 

transparent a deep connection between algebraic properties of an algebraic curve and 

riemannian properties of the conformal minimal immersions into some flat torus of a 

fixed closed Riemann surface. Using previous results of Pirola and classical theorems 

about algebraic curves, such as the Torelli and the Infinitesimal Torelli Theorems. we 

give' fairly complete answers to the problems about uniqueness and rigidity of minimal 

maps. In particular we see that these minimal immersions do not share the same rigidity 

prop('rties as holomorphic and harmonic maps, but nevertheless they generically do not 

come in families. 

\Y(' are convinc('d that a deeper study of periodic minimal surfaces in fiat tori from 

the riemmanian point of dew could give some new results in 1 he t heor~' of algebraic 



curves, especially about the structure of the singular locus of the theta di\"isors. \Ye 

believe that our approach gives already some new insight on known phenomena. 

(j 



Chapter 1 

Introd uction 

1.1 Basic notions and definitions 

.\11 tll(' mat('ridl contained in this spetion is well known. For a detailed study W(l refer 

tot 11(' hooks of OSS('rlllall ([II]) and Ll\vson ([:nJ). 

1.1.1 Minilllal inll11ersions of surfaces 

COllsider (Ill immersion i: ~ - (.1/.g) of a topological surface into a riemanlLian man-

ifolci, ,wd ,\ slllo()tll c()llIpactl.v sllpported :-,('ct ion I' of the normal bundle to ~ S.t . 

• <.; IlfJfJ{ 1') n u~ = 0. Evpr.v :-, I] eh \'ari<ll i011 is ilLduced b.v (1 fa 1I1il.\· F: ~ X ( - L 1) - ( .\1. g). 

wit 11 tlIe following properti('s: 

1. it = r"(·. t) is an immersion for all t. 

2. 10 = .f. 

" d. 4 ( It ( ~ ) ) 
()AI I') = ----

dt It=o 

-
I 

-.I~ g( II. /' )d\ ·()l~. ( 1. 1 ) 



where H is the mean curvature vector of the immersion f and d' -ol~ IS the volume 

form induced by f on the surface. 

We say that f is minimal if H = 0, i.e. if it is a critical point for the Area functional 

among compactly supported variations. 

1.1.2 Isothermal coordinates and conformal harmonic maps 

Given any immersion f: ~ - (M, g) of a topological surface into a riemannian manifold, 

we can consider an atlas U = {Ua, X a, Ya} of isothermal coordinates for the metric 

induced by f (see [31]), which define on ~ a conformal structure f-L f. The metric on ~ 

1 1 
induced by f is given on Ua by A( dx; + dy'~J, where A = g( fx, fI fi = g(fy, fy)2. 

A direct calculation shows that if f: ( ~, h) - (~1J. g) is an isometric immersion, 

we have L:::.hf = H. Therefore we have that f: ~ - (AI. g) is minimal if and only if 

f: (~, f*(g)) ---,. (M, g) is harmonic. 

On the other hand it is easy to check that, for any positive function A on ~, 

L:::.>'hf = 0 if and only if L:::.hf = o. Therefore the space of harmonic maps from a 

surface is a conformal invariant. 

This argument gives an equivalence between the following two data: 

1. f: ~ - (1vl, g) a minimal immersion of a topological surface into a riemannian 

manifold. 

:2. f: (~, f-L) --,. (1U, g) a conformal harmonic map from a Riemann surface into a 

riemannian manifold. 

The equivalence described above is crucial in the study of minimal immersions of 

surfaces, because it allows us to put techniques of complex geometry into play. 

Our first observation is that holomorphic maps of Riemann surfaces into Kahler 

manifolds are minimal immersions. Let us recall that a map between complex manifolds 

f: (.\'. J) -4 (.11. J') is holomorphic if J' 0 elf = df 0 J at eyery point in .Y. i.e. if the 

tangPllt space to f(.\') is J'-invariant. .\ simple direct calculation (see [31]) proves tl1(' 

following: 



Theorem 1.1.1 If (Jl . .I'. g) [s a Kahler manifold, and f as aborE [S holomorphic. 

then f is minimal. 

Remark 1.1.1 ThE abovE Tlu:oTvn holds in the more general situation of .I -holomorphic 

submanifolds of symplectic ma nifolds (Jl. w). equipped with an almost complelo structu T'E 

.I tamed by wand metric w( .I., .). 

As we will see later, holomorphic submanifolds of Kahler manifolds are not just 

critical points of the Area functionaL but they are in fact minima. 

1.1.3 Second variation of Area 

As we have seen above minimal immersions are critical points of the Area functional. 

A way to measure how far a minimal immersion is from being a minimum for this 

functional is given by the second variation of Area, i.e. the second derivative of the 

Area in the direction of a compactly supported normal variation. A direct calculation 

(see [50]) shows that 

where 

6(v) = 2:(vc,(VCj (v))-L)-L - (VVe}c}(v))-L , 
t 

{(i} is an orthonormal basis of the tangent space to the surface. ~ is the projection on 

the normal bundle, v is the connection on ~ induced by the Levi-Civita connection of 

( j\1. g) and B is the second fundamental form of f. 

Definition 1.1.1 1. A minimal immersion f is stable if [)2 A( c) > 0 for eVEry 

.<.;«('/ion I' of the no,.mal bundle with compact support. 

:! .. 1 .w('/ ion I' of th( no,.l7/al ou ndle Leith compact support is call( d ([ Jacobi field 

along f if D2 A( 1') = O. The dimE nsion of tIl( .... jJ([(.( of Jacobi fields (lchich IS 

nuturallya {'«(·to,. Sj)(/('() is ('(111((1 tlu \"ullit~· of f. and dUlUt((1 by .Yul(f). 

9 



It is in general a very hard problem to calculate the nullity of a minimal immer

sion. In fact we will see in this thesis that. for minimal immersions into some Kahler 

manifolds, this space heavily depends on classical algebraic properties of the induced 

conformal structure. 

A first result that we will use in this thesis is the following (see [50]): 

Theorem 1.1.2 If f: (~, J) ~ (JI. J', g) is holomorphic and (JI. J'. g) is Il'iihlcr then 

Nul(f) = dimy?:HO(v), where v is the normal bundle to ~. 

1.2 Holomorphic curves and minimal surfaces in Kahler 

manifolds 

The starting point of our research is the well known Wirtinger's Inequality (quoted 

as W-I in the sequel) which states, in the version proved by Federer ([20]) that a 

complex submanifold of a Kahler manifold minimizes volume in its homology class. 

This elementary, but remarkable, fact inspired much research in the theory of minimal 

submanifolds of a Kahler manifold, mainly in the attempt to prove some converse of it. 

A straight converse in general does not hold; there are mainly two reasons to believe 

this: 

1. to minimize volume is a purely metric property not depending, in general, on 

a specific complex structure on the target manifold. So, for example, we can 

consider a manifold with a metric which is Kahler w.r.t. more than one complex 

structure. In this situation submanifolds which are holomorphic W.r.t. different 

complex structures are all volume minimizing in their homology classes. 

:2. there are topological restrictions on the t~'pe of classes representable by holomor

phic submanifolds; for instance. we recall the following theorem ([:2:2]): 

Theorem 1.2.1 .1l1alylic .'iIlIJllwllifolds of comph.r dilllf lI.o..;io// ]J of a projectil'f 

m,anifold of ('oll/I'h J' dilll( //8iOIl 11 1'( P'·(.'i( lit hOl1wlogy f'!O.o..;.'if.'i whi()1 (If'( Poil/col'(' 

d Hal to cohomology da .... w.'i of type (II - p. 11 - p). 

10 



Therefore a reasonable attempt to prove the converse to the \Yirtinger's Inequality 

has to focus on homology classes of special type. 

Let us also recall that a refined version to the converse of the above theorem is the 

outstanding Hodge Conjecture, which has been proved by Lefschetz for p = 1 even for 

integral linear combinations: 

Conjecture 1 On a projective manifold 111 eL'Ery rational cohomology class of type 

(p, p) i8 a rational linear combination of Poincare duals of fundamental claSSES of an

alytic 8ubvarietie8 of M. 

We want to underline the fact that even if this conjecture turns out to be true in 

general, it does not answer the problem of finding volume minimizing submanifolds in 

these classes. Observe also that the Hodge Conjecture deals with projective manifolds, 

while we are interested in the larger class of Kahler ones. 

There are situations where the above obstructions become empty: the first case is 

when we have a Kahler manifold s.t. every 2p-homology class is Poincare dual to a 

cohomology class of type (n - p, n - p). This is the case, for example, of the complex 

projective space with the Fubini-Study metric, where the converse to the Wirtinger's 

Inequality has been shown to hold, even allowing integral currents as competitors for 

the volume functional, and replacing the volume minimizing hypothesis with the weaker 

assumption of stable, by Lawson and Simons ([32]): 

Theorem 1.2.2 A closed integral current in pen is 8table if and only if it i8 an integral 

chain of algebraic varieties. 

\Ve also recall that an affirmative answer to the converse to the \N-I in the case of 

area minimizin~ 2-spheres in K~i.hler manifolds of positive bisectional curvature. led Siu 

and Yau ([.51]) to the \\,pH known solution of the Frankel Conjecture. 

There' is also another situation. somehow antithetic. when t he obstruct ions above 

can be OVerCOIlH': suppose we are dealing \\'it h riemannian manifolds which are Kahler 

w.r.t. a large family of complex structures. so large that evny 2p cohomology class is of 

11 



type (p, p) in the Hodge decomposition induced by somE compatible complex structure. 

This is the case, for example, of hyperkahler manifolds. A plausible conyerse to \V-I 

will then be in the case of surfaces: 

Problem 1 Is any area minimizing map of a RienUlnn .surfaCE into a I{ahle r manifold 

for which the obstructions described above ranish, holomorphic with rE.sPEct to some 

complex structure compatible with the metric? 

This is the central problem discussed in this thesis. 

The above question has been studied by many authors in the last twenty years and 

we want now to give a brief account of results related to our work. 

A fundamental tool to answer our main problem is the so called Kahler angle as

sociated to an immersion of a surface in a Kahler manifold. It appears very clearly in 

Federer's proof of the W-I, where he in fact shows the following ([31]): 

Proposition 1.2.1 Let ~ be a 2-dimensional oriented real submanifold of a Kahler 

manifold (M,w). Then 

wlr;(p) = w(el. e2)dFoIM(p) . 

where {ei} is an orthonormal basis ofTp !:'. 

It is easy to see that w( el, e2) is a real number whose absolute value is not more 

than 1. Therefore we can define: 

Definition 1.2.1 Tlu Kiihler angle of ~ at p is that angle Q .s. t. cos( Q) = w( el. e2). 

with the above notations. 

W -I for surfaces, as stated at the beginning of this section, follows directly from the 

above proposition, just by a comparison of the area of a holomorphic surface and the 

area of a homologous one using Stokes's Theorem ([31]). 

It is easily seen that, as a funct ion of p. n is a smoot h function away from the points 

where (\ = 0 or (\ = 7i. where it is just Lipschitz. 

12 



The notion of Kahler angle was first explicitly introduced by Lichnerovicz and stud-

ied in detail by Chern- \Volfson ([13]) and Eells- \Yood ([17]) in their study of minimal 

immersions in the complex projective space. Its relevance in our context is that it gives 

a measure of how far is I: from being holomorphic. In fact ~ is a holomorphic subman-

ifold if and only if Q is identically zero on it. Points where the I\:ahler angle vanishes 

are usually called complex points. while points where the I\:ahler angle is equal to 7r are 

called anticomplex points. Surfaces with the property that 0 is identically equal to ~ 

are called lagrangian surfaces (observe that this is equivalent to the familiar definition 

of lagrangian submanifolds in symplectic geometry because Q = ~ if and only if the 

restriction of the Kahler form to ~ vanishes identically). A surface without complex 

and anticomplex points is called totally rEal. 

Remark 1.2.1 A first observation to be madE is that a minimal surface in a I\iihler 

surface has only isolated complex and anticomple.r points. unless it is holomorphic or 

antiholomorphic ([53]). A simple proof of this fact is thE following: denoting by J 

the complex structure on 111, and ::; a complex coordinate on ~ induced by isothermal 

coordinates, it is not difficult to see (we give a complete proof of this claim in Chapter 

4) that having called: 

where 1.. denotes the projection on the complexified normal bundle V<c = v Q9]R C to the 

surface, we have that 

is a global holomorphic section of V<c Q9 "\ 1,O(~). ThE claim now follmcs Easily. because 

complCl' and anticompie.r points are ::f /'Os of this section. 

Wolfson ([54]) first wrote the Ricci and the Codazzi-Mainardi equations for an 

immersion in a Ka,hler ~l-manifold in terms of the I\:ahler angle. He proved, using 

the method of moving frames, t ha tin such a manifold n satisfies t he following two 

equations: 

( 1.3) 



- 2° 
88(ln(tan -)) = -~Ric 

2 
(1.4) 

Remark 1.2.2 Equation 1.3 is a direct consequence of thE holomorphicity of.-; ® dz. 

There are two direct consequences of these equations. due also to \Volfson: 

Theorem 1.2.3 Let :E be a compact connEctu/ surface without boundary. 

1. If M is a compact Kahler - Einstein 4-manifold of negatit'E scalar curmturc and 

f: :E ---,. M is a totally real minimal immersion. possibly branched, then f( ~) is a 

Lagrangian submanifold of M. 

2. If M is a hyperkahler 4-manifold and f: ~ - AI is (J totally real minimal im-

mersion, possibly branched, then f( ~) is a submanifold holomorphic w. r. t. some 

complex structure on M compatible with the Calabi- Yau metric. 

We want to underline the fact that Wolfson does not require any stability property 

of f· 

A careful analysis of the Kahler angle for minimal immersions in the projective 

plane gave a very detailed description of such maps in [9]. [13], [17] and [18]. 

The Kahler angle plays a role also in Micallers work on stable minimal surfaces in 

jR4 ([36]). We recall that the Grassmannian of oriented two-planes injR4 with its natural 

symmetric space structure is isometric to 52 X ,5'2. Therefore we can look at the Gauss 

map G of an immersion into jR4 as a map from the surface to 52 X 52. In particular 

it is a classical result ([44]) that this map is holomorphic (taking on the sphere the 

orientation opposite to the standard one) if and only if the immersion is minimal. In 

Chapter 4 we will see that these 5'2 factors parametrize the space of complex structures 

on jR-'. either oriented or anti-oriented. \Ve will see that if J E ')'2 is not in the image 

of the Gauss map G of a minimal immersion F into jR4. then 

.-.;ino.J(p) 
Ip(Ji(G(p)))1 = 11 _ C080.J(p) I ' ( 1.5) 

\V here p is the stereographic projection from J and Ji is the pro jertion 8 2 
X ,~'':' - ,~'2 

011 t he fact or containing .J. 
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One of the main :Micallef's results is then: 

Theorem 1.2.4 Let F: f! ----...,. }R4 be a stable minimal isometric immersion of a complete 

oriented surface, and assume that there exists a complex structure J compatible tcith 

the euclidean metric on }R4, s.t. aJ(f!) C [Eo 7r], e > 0, where O:J is the Kahler angle 

relative to J. Then aJ is constant and there e:rists a compatible complE.l" structure .J 

s. t. aJ vanishes identically. 

By the equation 1.5 the above statement is equivalent to the following, which is 

Micallef's original one. 

Theorem 1.2.5 A stable minimal isometric immersion into }R4 of a a complete ori

ented surface, whose Gauss map has the property that one of thE two projections on the 

two-spheres omits an open set, is holomorphic w.r.t. an orthogonal complEX structure. 

For sake of completeness we recall that by a well known theorem due to Chern 

([11]) and Osserman ([43]) we know that, in the case of the euclidean ...!-space, if both 

projections on the spheres of the Gauss map omit an open set then !vI is a plane. 

The following results of Micallef ([37]) and Micallef-Wolfson ([38]) give a fairly 

complete description of the relation between holomorphicity and stability of minimal 

surfaces in hyperldihler 4-manifolds: 

Theorem 1.2.6 Every full stablE minimal immersion of a Riemann surface into any 

flat 4-torus T4 is holomorphic w. r. t. some complex structure compatible with the mEtric 

on T4. 

Theorem 1.2.7 Let (i1J,w) be a hyperkahlfr ...!-manifold, not l1eCfssarly compact and ~ 

a closed oriented 8urface. If f: ~ - JJ is a stablE minimal 8urface 1I'ho.<;( nOT'll/al bllfull( 

admit8 a holomorphic sEdioll. thEn f is holomorphic IC.r.t. somE (·o17lplu." .... trucfllrr 011 

Jil compatiblr lcilh the h.IJf)( rl.·;ihlr r metric. 

The main tool used for prodng the above t heorerns is a \'('rSlOn of tlH' s('cond 

variation of area in !\:iihler manifolds first introduced in [:W] and [:~~]. sensitive also to 

t he complex geometry of the normal bundle to tlH\ immersion. 

1 ;-) 



The proofs of Theorems 1.2.,) and 1.2.6 make deep use of the linear stuctures of]R4 

and T4. As we will see in Chapter .J it is possible to extend some similar results to 

hyper kahler 4-manifolds. 

These results leave an interesting open question (already asked in [16]) : 

J.s every stable minimal surface in a K3 surface u'ith thE Calabi- }"au Ricci fiat metric. 

holomorphic w.r.t. some compatiblE complc~> structure? 

16 



Chapter 2 

On Minilllal Surfaces 

Incolllpressible • HOlllology and In 

Abelian Varieties 

2 .1 Introduction 

In mimimal s \I r face t h ('e)!' \' one often t ri ('s to find immersions of surfaces w hic hare 

rri tical poin 1.:-;. or even mllllma. of the . \ rea functional among immersions \vi t h some 

('xtra topological condit ions. For example one can ask the following questions: 

Problem 2 1. Gil'(11 a 2-honwlogy c/oss J E H 2 (J/.Z), U'hfl'( .11 is 0 I'i(II/(/l1l1iol1 

nw II. ifold of rl i III ( liS iOIl gn 0 /( T' {lio II 2, does til r l'f crist 0 11/ ill i 11/0 I, or 0 "( (f l7lZl1 /-

11/ i:: i II (J sill f(f ('(, II' h 0 s ( fll n d a 171 f n { (f 1 d (/ S S l'f jJ 1'( S ( II t s J ? 

) Gil'( /I (f ('o/ltilluous map u:::' - .1/, II'II(I'( JI /S (/ T'lrl/I(JIlf)I([/1 lJI([1I1Jold of di-

/Ill lJS/()!I !Jl'(o!( r {h([11 :!, rI()( s flu "( (,rist an af'( 0 lIIillioll::ll1g !/lOp with tli( ,"01/11 

ill rlll ('( rI (j(,tio!l Oil the IUlidol//( IItal .r//'()Uj) (/,~ II ! 

'1'11('\'(' is ,Ill illlllH'llSC' lit<'ratnre about tlws!' probl('Ill:--. and \\'(' do not ('\I'll ,ltl('mpt 

to gin> a dp:--niption of the knowlI I'(':--ulh. ('I('(lrly tll(>re an' 110 r('l(ltiolls 1)('1\\'('('11 tlll':--(' 

l\\'() PI'OI>I('IIIS for (l gC'IIPral .\1: but for manifolds ",ith a particularly simpl(' 1 ()p()I()!!y a:--

17 



tori, it is possible to find some connections. In fact. since H 2(Tn.z) = .\2(H1(Tn.z)). 

we have that the images of all maps with the same action on the first homology group 

represent the same 2-homology class. 

About the second problem the most significant result has been found by Schoen-Yau 

([49]) and Sacks-Dhlenbeck ([46]), who independently proved that the answer is yes for 

every riemannian manifold Al of dimension at least 3. provided the action of u on the 

fundamental groups is injective. 

Theorem 2.1.1 Let ~ be a closed topological surface of genus 2 1, JI a riemannian 

manifold of dimension at least 3 and lEt u: ~ - J.11 be a continuous map such that 

u*: 7rl(~) --,. 7rl(M) is injective. Then there exists a branched minimal immersion 

f: ~ ---'r M with the same action on 7rl (~) as u and such that Area(f) ::; Area(g) for 

every C= -map g: ~ ---'r !VI with the same action on 7rl (~) as u. 

The minimal surfaces constructed in this way are called. for obvious reasons, zncom

pressible on 7rl (~ ). 

The above theorem has been used to establish some fundamental connections be

tween geometric and topological properties of riemannian manifolds (see, for example, 

[49]). Sacks and Dhlenbeck produced examples of non-uniqueness of such maps even 

when restricting themselves to fixed homotopy classes. 

D nfortunately this beautiful theorem does not apply when lU is a fiat torus, since 

the fundamental group of a torus is commutative. This suggested us to study the 

following variation of the second problem above: 

Problem 3 GiNn a continuous map u: ~r ---'r JI tchose induNd action on the first 

homology group is injectiup, does there t.rist an arEa minimi::ing map fmm ~T to .U 

with thE sarnE induced actioll a,'i II ill homology! 

Problem 3 is the central theme of this Chapter. 

Already in the casp "'hen .11 is a torus \\'(' see that the answer to this problem cannot 

be affirm at in': in fact if we cO\lsider an abelian surface. i.e. a compl('x :!-dimensional 



torus endowed with an integral 2-form of type (1. 1) ~ t here could be, in general. some 

classes with holomorphic representative given by the sum of two elliptic curves. Taking 

then an injective homomorphism from Hl(~2' Z) to H1 (T4 . Z) which induces such a 

class in the above sense, we see that the area minimizing map is not defined on a 

Riemann surface of genus 2, but it is defined on the disjoint union of two Riemann 

surfaces of genus 1. This suggests that one has to allow some non homotopic ally 

trivial curves to collapse in the image to contractible curves (or even points). and that 

the conformal structure induced by a minimizing sequence for the area functional can 

degenerate to a conformal structure in the boundary of the Riemann moduli space. 

Nevertheless, since we are allowing just homologically trivial curves to collapse, it is 

natural to conjecture that the area minimizing map is defined on the quotient of the 

original topological surface modulo a finite set of homologically trivial curves. If this 

happens to be the case, then it would be possible to compare the action on the first 

homology group of the area minimizing map with the action of our initial continuous 

map, since they would be defined on two naturally isomorphic groups. In this Chapter 

we show that this is in fact what happens. 

We will use the fact that it is possible to compactify the Riemann moduli space by 

adding the set of Riemann surfaces with nodes obtained by collapsing a set of admissible 

simple closed curves. A Riemann surface with nodes is a connected complex space ~ 

such that every point p has a neighbourhood isomorphic either to the open disk in 

the complex plane, or to two disks whose centers are identified with p; in this case we 

say that p is a node of t. The connected components of i:\ {nodes} are called the 

parts of the Riemann surface with nodes. \Ye will consider in this Chapter Riemann 

surfaces with nodes obtained from a smooth surface by collapsing a set of homologicall!' 

trivial curves. The first homology group of the topological space obtained in this way 

is naturally isomorphic to the group of the smooth surface; keeping t his identification 

implici t we can compare t he action on t he first homology group of a map from th(' 

smooth surface, with the action on the first homology group of a map from the Riemann 
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surface with nodes. 

Our result is then the following: 

Theorem 2.1.2 Let ~ be a closed topological surface of genus r > 1. .11 a rlClnan

nian manifold of dimension at least 3, and let u: ~ - .11 be a continous map such 

that u*: HI(L.-, Z) -,. HI(i\1, Z) is injective. Then there e.rists a Riemann surface tcith 

nodes obtained by collapsing a set of homologically trivial cun'es {~Ik}. tChOse parts arc 

L.-ri \ {p~ , ... ,P~i}' with the following properties: 

1. Vi:3 fi: ~ri -,. M s.t. fi £8 a branched conformal minimal immersion and Area(fd ~ 

Area(g) for every C<XJ- map g: L.-ri - j\1 tcith the same action on HI(~rJ as the 

one induced by the restriction of u to ~ri' 

2. If f: udL.-rJ -,. M is the map given by the maps fi on each ~r,. we hal'f f* = u* 

on HI(L.-, Z) in the sense above. Furthermore, after /zaeing defined Area(f) = 

2:iArea(fi), we get Area(f) < Area(s) fo'r fcery eX'-map s:~ --'0 JI with the 

same action on HI (~, Z) as u. 

Beyond the formal difficulty of the statement, the content of our theorem, loosely 

speaking, is that the programme of Schoen-Yau and Sacks- Uhlenbeck works even in the 

case where there is a set of homologically trivial curves which collapses to points (or 

becomes contractible curves) in the image. It is important to underline the fact that, 

in general, we lose the connectedness of the image of the area minimizing map. The 

strategy of the proof is based on ideas and previous results due to Sacks- Uhlenbeck 

[46]. 

We will carry out in the second section an explicit example of a minimizing process 

in a class of maps whose action on HI (~. Z) is not injective, but not zero. The limit 

map is in this case a constant map. and thus the original action on HI is forgotten 

in the limit. This example suggests that our assumption on the action on homology 

should be the w('akest possible. 

Theorem 2.1.2 can be applied III a significalltl~' larger c\c\SS of situationss than 

Theorem 2.1.1. For instance. \\'(\ will appl~' the pr('\'ious result in the cas(\ of 1\/ = 
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T2T, r > 2. the even dimensional flat tori. Since. b~' results of ~Iicallef ([36].[:3'1)) a 

smooth stable minimal immersion of ~T - Tlr is holomorphic with rE':"pect to some 

complex structure compatible with the metric of the torus. for r = 2 and 3. we are able 

to prove. by riemannian methods. a classical theorem in Algebraic Geometry (:"E'E' for 

example [29]): 

Theorem 2.1.3 If (T 4 
. ..,,;) is a principally polari:ul abelian surface then. f ither it is 

the jacobian of 0 Riemann 8UTjOCE of gEnus 2 or. it is the canonirol/y polarized product 

of two elliptic CUI'l'fS, 

If(T6 ,w) is a princifJolly ])olori:ul abelion thrf(fold thrn. rithl'r it i, ... th( jacobian of 

a Riemann surface of genus:3 or, it is the canonirally jJo/al'i:rd jJl'Oduct of thf'fC d/iptir 

curves or the canonically po!al'i::((! produd of a jacobian of a Rirmann slIIjan of genlls 

2 and an elliptic curl'f:. 

For real dimension greater than 6 there is no analogue of the theorem of l\Iicallef. Ac-

tually in the next Chaptn we \\'ill show that for any nonhyperelliptic Riemann surface of 

genus l' > ..t. there ('xists a conformal stable minimal 
. . 
ImmerSIOn 

f: ~T ~ (T 2 r,g) into a flat torus. which is not holomorphic with respect to any complex 

structure compatible \\'ith t he flat metric g. 

As WE' mentioned at the beginning of this section. Sacks and rhlenbeck. in H6] found 

examples of non uniqueness of area minimizing maps among maps \ .... ith a prescribed 

action on t he homotopy group .. \ fortiori uniqueness will in general fail among maps 

with a fixed illjectin' action on homology. \Ye leaH' open thE' question (that will be 

discussed in Chapter;») about the uniquE'ness of area minimizing maps among those 

maps from ~r to T.'.T \\'ith a fixed injectiH' action on the first homology group .. \~ we 

will explain in Chapter .). the reason for \\'hich it seems plausible to us t hat such a 

uniqueness result lllay hold is thE' fact that both homotopic harm()llic Illap~ ill flat tori 

and homotopic hololllorphic maps in complex tori ;ll'e rigid hy cla:-.sical n'sulh in tiw:-.p 

subject s. 
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This problem seems to us particularly interesting since it is the right analogue of 

the Torelli theorem for minimal immersions. 

2.2 Proof of the Main Result 

As we mentioned in the introduction we will adapt the strategy used by Sacks and 

Chlenbeck for the case of injectiyity on lTd ~}. \Ye will need many classical theorems 

about harmonic maps and minimal immersions and for this reason we will adopt the 

same notation as [-16]. \Ye recall that if f: ~ - (JI. g) is a smooth map. (JI. g) a 

riemannian manifold and ~ a Riemann surface with conformal structure p. then we 

define the Energy of f to be 

where h is any metric on ~ compatible \\'ith p. 

\Ve say that f is hormonic with respect to J1 if f is a critical point of t( .. J1}. On 

the other hand f is called minimal if it is a critical point of the Area functional: 

AU) = h d et(y f(r)( df. df)) t * 1. 

The next theorem (see [-17]) indicates the line of our argument: 

TheorelTI 2.2.1 Let f: ~ - (JI. g) be harmonic lL'ith rEspect to the conformal structure 

Ii and suppose It is a critical point of E(f·) tL'ith respect to all smooth rrLriation ..... of J1, 

then f is a conformal branchEd minimal immersion. 

\rhat the previous theorem suggests. and what Schoen- Yau and Sacks-Chlenbeck 

did in their case. is that \\'e need to minimize F in two steps. first by moving the map 

in the space ofel-maps with the same action on Hd~.Z) (on7il(~) in their situation}. 

while keeping the conformal structure fixed and then \'arying the conformal structure 

on ~. This first step was done in the course of proving Theorem "2.1.1. llsing previous 

result s of Lemaire [33]. by proving the following: 



Theorem 2.2.2 LEf u: (~. p) - (JI. g) be continuous. ThE n therr u:ist..;; a map 

f: (~,J.l) ---,. (lU,g) which is harmonic (l'ith TY:SPEct to the conformal structure p. u'hich 

has the same action on 7r1(~) as u. and for u'hich [(f.p) is the minimum of r( .. J.l) 

among all such maps. 

Remark 2.2.1 In thE above theorem it is not nEcEssary to assumE the injectil'ily of ll. 

on 7r1(~)' We note that if in addition [(f.J.l)::; [(g.v). for all g s.t. g* = fa on 7rl(~) 

and for all conformal structures v, then A(f) ::; A(l) for U'Ery immErsion 1 such that 

f* = 1* on 7r1(~)' In particular, lee harE that such f is a stable nzininwl immersion. 

In order to prove our result we need a stronger theorem since there are infinitely many 

actions on 7r1(~) which give the same action on HI('~:J'Z). 

Theorem 2.2.3 Let u: ~ - ~U be continuous. Then. fo'r each confonnal structure It 

on ~ and Riemannian 17utric g on JU. therE E.rists a !nap f:(~.J.l) - (JI,g). u'ith the 

same action on HI(~'Z) as Il, for which [(f.ll) is the minimum among all such CI 

maps. In particular f is harmonic and stable. 

Proof: The existence of a harmonic map with the same action on HI (~. Z) as U IS 

clearly assured by theorem 2.2.2 by picking an action on 7r1 (~) which induces the fixed 

action on HI (~, Z). Of course the minimizing property of this map is not directly given 

by 2.2.2. Nevertheless the proof of theorem 2.2.2 given in H9] (Lemma 1.1 and 1..!) 

works also in our case after having noticed that. since it is possible to define an action 

p on 7r1(~) of a map in the Sobolev space Hf(~. JI). then the induced action p on 

HI(~' Z) is well defined. 

7r1 ( ~) 
P 

7rl (.\1 ) -

1 1 (2.1 ) 

Hd~.Z) 
15 Hl(.\f,Z) 

0 



Remark 2.2.2 LEmma 1.1 in {49} shou's in fact that a SUjUEI1cr: with boundEd enErgy 

{fi} always has a subsequence {/J u'hich conrE rgEs pointLcisE almost u'eryU'hErf. and 

therefore there Exists io E N with thE property that Ilx = lj* on "1 (~), \;/i. j > lO' Thi . .;; 

was not a priori required to prove our theorem. 

The content of theorem 2.2.3 is that the first minimizing process works even among 

maps with a prescribed action on H 1(L., Z). In order to show that the second procedure 

also works we need a major result in Riemann surface theory. \Ye just recall that 

1. a Riemann surface with nodes is a connected complex space ~ such that every 

point p has a neighbourhood isomorphic either to the open disk in the complex 

plane, or to two disks with centres identified corresponding to p; the connected 

components of ~\ {nodes} are called the parts of ~. 

2. Consider a surface ~ and the set of couples (p, f), where 1-£ is a conformal structure 

on ~ and f: ~ - ~ is a diffeomorphism. We say that (p. f) is equivalent to (v,g) 

if fog-I: (~, v) - (~, J.l) is homotopic to a biholomorphic map. The set of 

equivalence classes [(J.l, f)] is called the Teichmiiller space T(~) with base ~ (see 

[26] for an introduction to the subject). 

3. On T( ~) there is a canonical group action. Let ~1I od(~) be the set of homotopy 

classes of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms qy: ~ - ~. JJ od( ~ ), called the 

mapping class group, acts on T(~) by pulling back conformal structures on ~. 

The quotient T(~)/jlIod(~) = R(~) is the space of all conformal structures on 

~ up to biholomorphic equivalence, and is called the Ri(lllalln moduli spaCl. 

\Ve will make use of the following theorem contained in [1]: 

TheorelTI 2.2.4 Thfre f.l'i..,t8 a cOllljJodificolioll R(~) ofR(~) .... //eh that thr poinl.., of 

R(~)\R(~) ('oITcspond to the"'( I of Rielllalln .... //II(I('(.., /l'ilh nod( .... that ('0/1 [)( obtailluf 

from ~ by ('ollap..,ing to a point 0 .... ( t of adllli .... ..,ibh (. ... ( ( {i} for 0 PT'l ci .... ( (;:pl(l1l(/lioll of 

thi.., ('oIIC'(pl) ..,imph c/u .... ( dcl/I'/'( .... (//1 ~. 



Remark 2.2.3 By the abol'e theorem the equiralEnc( class of a conformal . .;;tructurt Px 

s.t. [fL00] E R(~) can be described os follOl.cs: u'e can SEE a conformal structurt with 

nodes fL00 on a surface ~ as a smooth conformol structure Ii on each part of~\u~=l im. 

where 1m are admissiblE simple closed CUTTes on~. If (L'f hal'( 0 diffeomorphism 

I:~ ---,. (~,fL00) we define the conformalstucturt with nodfs (f-1)",(px) on ~ ([s the 

one which has nodes I-Ihm) and parts the inn:fSf image of the parts of(~.Px) with 

( smooth) conformal structures (/- 1 ) * ( P ) . 

Suppose now p: HI(~' Z) - HI(JI. Z) is an injectin' homomorphism and let us consider 

the functional £p: T(::'r) ---,. lR defined by: 

If we consider (v. g) equivalent to (fl. I) and h a biholomorphic map homotopic to 

I 0 g-1, then, by the conformal invariance of the energy. WE' havE' 

which shows that £p is well defined. 

In order to prove the main result WE' need now another theorem due to Sacks and 

Dhlenbeck ([46]): 

Theorem 2.2.5 Let Si: (~.fLd - (111. g) be harnwnic for the conformal structure fLi on 

~. with fLi - fL and [(St.p;)::; 1\.'. Then therE O'ists a finite set of points {Pl ..... ]Jq} 

and a subsequenCE tj which COlH'erges in CI(~\{PI"" .]Jq}) to a map s harmonic u'.r.t. 

fl and [(S,lt) < liminf.i_'x, [(fj.Vj), where {Vj} is the corre8ponding subsequence of 

Lemma 2.2.1 SlIjJjJOS( [(Pl. fl)] is a minimi::ing SUIII( liN for tp ([nd Iff 0/: ~ - .\1 

be .... I/cll that lp([(I'I' fd]) = F( 0/. fltl (0/ (.risl .... by TI/(ol'(ll/ .: . .: .. 1). [/i( II Oll( of til(: 

following silllal ion..;; OCClll· .... : 

1. 3{I'J ~ {pd and a jinit( sd of poilll . .;; P . .;;.t. Pi - JI. wll( f'( Ji i . .;; ([ . .;;II/Oot/i 

conformal . .;;II'lIdlll·( on ~, 0/ - 0 in Cl(~ \ P . .\/) harmolli(' //'.r.t. Ii. and 



:3io E N s.t. fix = fj>< on 7l1(~)' Vi.j > io. Furtherrnore 00 Iio i..;; a branched 

minimal immersion, conformal w.r.t. (Ii~l )*(JL), tchich minimi:es area among all 

Cl-maps with the same action on HIC'EJ' Z) as u. 

2. :3{JLi} C {JLI} s.t. JLi ~ JLoo. where JLoo is a conformal structUrE with nodes 

on~. Let {Pl .. ",Pk} and {~l" ... ~q} be the nodes and the parts of (~.p'x) 

respectively. Then each Pr is obtained by collapsing a homologically trlL'lal CUrt'£, 

IT; furthermore for every part ~m therE Exists a finite set of points Pm S.t. <Pi ~ (j) 

in CI(~ \ {U:=l {,T}' U~=l Pm}, AI), where ¢ is harmonic on each part of ("E.. p,x)' 

and :3 io E N s.t. fi* = 1;* on 71'1 (~). Vi. j ~ io. 

Furthermore it is possible to extend 17 = lim ¢i 0 fio to a nwp ij defined on the 

disjoint union of the closures ~j of the parts~ which minimi::es ([rea among all 

Cl-maps which induce p on H d ~, Z ). 

Proof: 

1. Suppose JLi ~ JL with JL smooth conformal structure. Then by Theorem 2.2.5 

there exists a subsequence of {¢d (that we call again {¢d) such that ¢i ~ ¢ 

harmonic w.r.t. It away from a finite set of points {P1 ..... Pk}. By a well known 

theorem of Sacks- Uhlenbeck (H 7]) ¢ can be extended to a harmonic map on ~ 

that we indicate by ¢. Since the convergence is in Cl (~ \ {finite set of points}, M) 

we have that :3 io E N s.t. ¢* = ¢i* for i ~ io. Then ¢* = ll* 0 (l-l)* \vhich 

proves that the actions on HI(~' Z) of the diffeomorphisms Ii stabilize to an 

isomorphism 

Then (,) 0 .rio has the same action on H1(~' Z) as u. Furthermore. suppose that 

there exists co wit h the same action on HI ('~:J' Z) as u and A( l') < A( 00 fio)' Since 

wp can approximate t' with immersions (b~' theorem 2.9 in [25] and beca lise JI has 

dimension greater than 2). Wp may consider t he conformal st ructure ltd' induced b~' 
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'IjJ on ~. We would then have £( V .Pv) = 2A( L') < 2A( 00 lio) < £( 00 /;0' Ii: (fL)) 

which yields a contradiction. 

2. Suppose J-Li ---,. J-Lrx;. a conformal structure with nodes. Then by Theorem 2.2...1 we 

have that (~,J-Lrx;) is a Riemann surface with nodes {Pl ..... Pk} obtained from 

~ by collapsing to ]Jr a simple closed curve ~/r' Choose for each,. a sequence of 

annular neighbourhoods Dj of IT s.t. Dj ---,. Pr in i.: and the change of conformal 

structure on ~ from J-Lj to J-Lj+l is restricted to the interior of UrDj (the existence 

of such Dj is assured by a result of Bers [8]). Setting Sj = ~\ Ur Dj. then for 

each j we have a smooth harmonic map q): Sj - (J1J,g) which is the CI-limit 

of {¢il s } away from a finite set of points. For I > j it is clear that SJ ~ SI 
) 

and then ¢I extends q) by unique continuation theorem for harmonic maps (see 

[48]). Letting I -:" 00 we then get a smooth harmonic map ¢: ~' --+ (i\J. g) where 

~' = ~\{/l"""k} again as aCl-limit of¢1 away from a finite set of points. 

Let us consider the harmonic extension ¢ of ¢ to ~' U { ( .1'1 •. r ~ ) ..... (.r k, .r ~ )}, the 

closed disconnected Riemann surface obtained adding (:rr. x~) to each node Pro 

Since the convergence is Cl away from a finite set of points and from U~=l {,r} 

and since ¢*( br]) = 0 \i r we have that ::3 io E N s.t. ¢i*(hr]) = 0 \i rand \i i > io· 

But ¢i* = P 0 (fi-
l )*. implies that [J-l( ~/r)] E kerp. Since p is injective, and 

f is a diffeomorphism, we have proved that 11' is homologically trivial for every 

r = 1, .... m. We have then proved that ij* = p. where ij = (/) 0 fi o' We want 

now to show that this map minimizes area among all maps with this property. 

As in the first part of the proof, suppose that there exists ~, with the same action 

on Hl(~.Z) as II and A(li') < A(ij). \Ye would then have. for the conformal 

structure I'~' induced by /j'. 

On the other hand. since 0 is the ('I-limit of 0' (l\\'ay from a finite spt of points 

con tradiction. o 



Lemma 2.2.2 Let 17 be as in 2.2.1. Then 17lr rninimi:::r:s arEa among all maps Leith its 
I 

action on HI (~i. Z). 

Proof: Let us call for simplicity 17lr = t'. Suppose suppose that there exists L.' \\'ith the 
I 

same action on H I ( "5.:.i, Z) as v and A( ~,) < A( t'). By approximating L' with immersions. 

we can consider the conformal structure J1li' induced on ~i by c. \Ye would then han'. by 

theorem 2.2.3, an energy minimizer x w.r.t. the conformal structure Pl" and therefore 

£(x,J1~) < £('I/J,Ilv') = 2A(if') < 2A(r)::; £(t'.ii~(P'xl~))' 
~I 

Let us define E = £( v. it (p,x'l- )) - £( \, Plt')' \Ye claim that E > 0 implies the existence 
o !:j 

of a smooth map 8: ~ - J11 s.t. A(.s) < A(60 lio) with the same action on Hl(~.Z) as 

1>. Lemma 2.2.1 would then give a contradiction. Suppose for simplicity that (~. J1=) 

has two parts (then there is necessarly one node, because HI(~l U ~2'Z) = Hl(~.Z)). 

~I and ~2' and i = 1. Then there exists a disk DI in (~I.Il~,) with center at p 

s.t. X(D I ) is contained in a geodesic ball of M, B(xo. ~). and £(\ID ,Il~'1 ) < ~ 
1 Dl 

and a disk D2 in (~2' J1=I- ) with center at the node. s. t. u( D 2) is contained in a 
!:i 

geodesic ball of 111, B(yo,~). and £(VI D2 ,fio*(p,x,)ID2) <~. Let us call TI and T2 the 

radii of DI and D2 respectively. Consider in DI a complex coordinate z centered at 

p the disks Ui = {z I Izl ::; bl } and Ul = {z I Izi ::; b2 }. and analogously on D 2 • 

Ui = {w I Iwl ::; bl } and Ui = {w I Iwl < b2 }. with 0 < bl < b2 . Let us call ci the 

boundary curves of [T f. Consider now the Riemann surface 

where f"V is the equivalence relation induced by the map z tL' = bl b2 . Geometrically this 

construction (called by many authors .. plumbing" of Riemann surfaces) corresponds to 

glue the two open Riemann surfaces ~i\Cl identifying ct with d· and c1 \\'ith (,f (see 

figure below). Dl \ cl in S is conform ally equivalent to an annulus 

and D2 \ Cj is conformally equi\'aipllt to an annulus 



Consider in Al the curve c! = {z I Izi = 63.63 E (62.rl)} and in .-b the curn' 

c§ = {w I Iwl = 63 .63 E (62 , r2)}' \Ye want to construct now two maps 

ff:Wl = {z I Izl E [(j21(j3]) ~ ,\1. and ff:1Yf = {z I Izl E [~3.rl]} - J1 s.t. 

[(ft, v) < ~ for i = 1,2, where v is the conformal structure on S. Let!: [0.1] -. ,\1 be 

a geodesic joining Xo and Yo. The function 

maps cr on Xo and ci on ,( ~). and has energy 

Then for (j2 sufficiently small, we have [(ff, v) ::; ~. To construct f'{ we consider the 

map g: W'{ --7 DI given by g(pei(}) = Tl)t~5~3)ei(}. 9 maps the annulus W'{ onto DI 

and it is easy to verify that [(X 0 g,/-L'l/JI )::; C[(\./-L'l/JI ). where C is the supremum wf Dl 

of all products of partial derivatives of g. A simple calculation gives C = (Tl ~53 )2. 

Observe that C = 1 + A with A > 0 which tends to 0 as 63 approaches O. Finally we 

map the "plumb" 11' between cl and c~ in S constantly on I (~). Repeating all these 

constructions on D2 , we can define a map f from S to 111 in this way: 

\(x) if x E ~I \DI 

ff (.r) if x E lYj 

f(·r) = 

~J( ~) if .l' E W 

4>(.r) if .r E ~2 \D2 
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f satisfi('s t he following properties: 

1. f is a Lipschjtz function 

2. 

for ~3 suffidently small. 

I ....... _-------

.... <----'-'----

It is ('as.,' t() check that this jmpHes the> pxistence of a CI-map .f} homotopic t() f :-,.t. 

{Lf}.IJ) < {(('l.II,). This l)l'()U'S tlte claim. 

If (~.II ,-) 11;\:-> 1110\'(:' t hall t\\() parts \H' call r(']>pat this (,Ollst ruet ion tl\(' Ill'(,(1:->:->;try 

1\1I111IH'r of tilll(,s. ohtainill!2, tl1(' :-,alll<' ('olltradiction. after h(l\'ilI!2, 11<)t ic(,d that tl\(, inter-

s('('1 ion of t h(' ('loSIIl'(':-> of t ,,'() pdrts can \)(' .ill st olle poillt. o 

:Hl 



This Lemma clearly concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.2. 

Remark 2.2.4 TherE arE 80mE ob8En:ations to be made: the case of injecticity on 

7rl(~) (i.e. the 8etting of theorem 2.1.1) i8 included in caSE 1 of 2.:2.1. HOtl'el.'er. 

injectivity on 7rl(~) i8 not nece88ary for ca8e 1 of 2.2.1 to arisE. For instancE. the 

Jacobi embedding j: ~T ~ T2r i8 not injective on 7rl (~) (since 711 (T2r) is abelia n) but 

the conformal 8tructure f-l of the lemma i8 clearly 8mooth. Actually this 8hoW8 that for 

any 8mooth conformal 8tructure thEre Exi8t infinitely many fiat tori (I2r. g). taking any 

fiat metric hermitian w. r. t. thE complex 8tructUrE on the jacobian of ~. and a map 

~ ~ (T 2r1g ) which miniTnizes area among all maps with the 8ame action on Hl(~'Z) 

for every g. 

Remark 2.2.5 A8 we mentioned in the introduction, Sack8 and Uhlenbeck, ([46j), 

found example8 of the failure of uniquenes8 of area minimizing map8 with a fixed injec

tive action on the fundamental group of a surface. A fortiori this means that we cannot 

hope in general to get uniqueness of area minimizing maps among maps with a fixed 

injective action on the first homology. Despite thi.s failure of uniquenes8, we conjecture 

the following kind of rigidity for minimal surfaces in fiat tori: 

Conjecture 2 Given any fiat torus (T 2r, g) and any injective homomorphism p from 

Hl(~TlZ) to H1(T 2r,Z), the Riemann surface and the map obtained in Theorem 2.1.2 

are unzque. 

This conjecture plays the part played by the Torelli Theorem in the theory of holomor

phic curves in principally polarized abelian variEties (!4j) a8 lce will see in Chapters 3 

and 5. It seems to liS particularly intriguing the p08sibility to reconstruct the ('oT/for

mal structures inducul by the area minimizing maps j1l8t from tu'o data, a8 the lattin 

defi'ning the t01'1I8. artd the action on the first honwlogy group. Chapte r.s is de l'oted to 

the study of the abo/'( COT/j( c/UN. 

Exalnple: 2.2.1 It i.t.; intI n stillg to OT/ol.l/z( ill d( I([il lI'h([t h([PfJ( 1I.t.; 10 thE l/1/1I1111/:;zng 

/"'0('( ss jl/81 d( 8(,l'ibcd ill Ih( ('0.t.;1 of 0 11/0p which i .... not illj( din on tIll fil'· ... t /wlI/%g.ll 

:n 



group. In thi8 8imple example ~ce art able to uTite explicitly thE energy minimi:ing map. 

with a fixed (non injective) action on homology, for El'Ery fixed conformal structUrf on 

the domain, and then to minimize the £ -functional. ll'e 8how that thE limiting map is 

a con8tant map. Since our 8tarting action on homology u'as not thE :E ro map, U'E can 

conclude that ifu collap8e8 a genemtor of Hl(Y:..Z) then thE map that U'E obtain by thE 

8econd minimizing proce88 collap8e8 another genErator. 8hou'ing that U'E can not relax 

our hypothe8i8 in Theorem 2.1.2. 

Our 8imple example can be con.structed a8 follou~s: Itt p be a complfl' number of 

the form f.L = iL, with L E jR+ and let TL = Crt be a one-dimEnsional complfl' torus. 

where A i8 the lattice genemted over Z by 1, iL. If WE con8idEr the 8tandard fiat metric 

on C and project it onto TL, we get that TL i8 isometric to Sf x Sl where Sh is the 

circle of mdius R. Let U8 call f.LL the conformal structUrE on TL obtained in this way. 

We then consider T2 = Sf x Sf with the standard metric. and a map UL: Sf X Sl -+ T2 

defined by UL( cP, B) = (f, 0, 0). This map clearly collap8es one of the genemtors of 

This shows that, denoting by cPn any map gillen by Theorem 2.2.3. £( cPn, f.Ln) ~ 0 

as n ---,. 00, i.e. as /-lL goes to the boundary of the space of conformal structures of 

one-dimensional tori. The conformal structure with nodes /-Lx, has precisely one node. 

obtained by collapsing a simple closed curCE represEnting the kernel of (UL)*· Removing 

this point, the topological spaCE remaining is homeomorphic to a spherE with tu'o points 

removed. 

Suppose now I': Sf x Sl- T2 is a map which induces the same action on H 1(TL. Z) 

as UL. nTe now clairn that £(I'.f.LL) ~ £(UL.f.LL), ~l'ith equality iff /' = ILL IIjJ to fmn.<.;

lations OT/, T3: let liS call1'(q.B) = (1'1(o.B).1'2(O.B)). ll'( haN th(1I 



We easily have that 

Therefore 

with equality if and only if v differs from UL by (/ translation. 

The sequence of energy-minimizing maps UL converges in the C1-topology to the 

constant function ¢(p) = (0,0,0), Vp E Ii on compact subsets. This agrees Leith the 

well known fact that the only harmonic maps from the heo sphe re to a Riemann surface 

of genus greater than zero, are the constant functions. 

2.3 Minimal surfaces in Abelian Varieties 

We will study in detail the case when ill is a flat torus T2r. r > 1. \Ve will give in the 

next Chapter a detailed description of the moduli spaces of flat and complex tori. Here 

we just recall that in this latter space there are two subsets particularly interesting for 

algebraic geometric reasons. The first is the space of principally polarized tori and the 

second is the space of jacobians of smooth Riemann surfaces. It is well known that the 

jacobian locus is contained in the space of principally polarized tori, but the relation 

between these spaces is, in general, a very hard problem (see for example [4]. [.s]). 

Writing a 2-form w on T2r w.r.t. a basis of the lattice which defines T2r, we have 

w = 2:::: (lijdxi /\ d.l'j . 

1~i<j~2r 

where Xi are the coordinates given by the lattice and (llj E Z. 

It is a classical fact that the jacobian variet~' of every Riemann surface carries a 

natural principal poladzation given by the intersection form on the surface. \V(' say 

that a complex structure .J on r2r is polari:;ul by (/ :!.-form "",' if ",,' is of type (1. 1) 

w.r.t. J. Furthermore \\'C' say that .J i,'i ('olllpatiblt with (/ I'i( nzaflllian mrt"i(' 9 on r2r 

if g(J.\',J}') = g(.\', Y)VY.}' E F(T 2r). 



Definition 2.3.1 A principal polarization...: of(T2r. J) is a 2-form.....,· S.t. J is polarized 

by wand there exist.s a basis of the lattice u'.r.t. u'hich 

w = 2..::: dXi /\ d.1: r +i. 

1~i<j~2r 

We will use the following results due to :"Iicallef ([37»: 

Theorem 2.3.1 Every full conformal stable mininwl imme,.sion of a hyperelliptic Rie-

mann surface into any flat 2r-torus T2r is holomorphic U'. r. t. some comple.r structure 

compatible with the metric on T2r. 

The main scope of this section is to give a new proof, based on our existence result, 

Theorem 2.1.2, of the following classical results of Algebraic Geometry (see [29]): 

Theorem 2.3.2 If (T4. w) is a principally polarized abelian S1/ 'face then tither it is 

the jacobian of a Riemann surface of genus 2 or it is tht canonically polarized sum of 

two elliptic curves. 

Theorem 2.3.3 If (T6 • w) is a principally polarized abelian threefold then either. it is 

the jacobian of a Riemann surface of genus 3 or. it is the canonically polarized sum 

of three elliptic curves or, the canonically polarized sum of a jacobian of a Riemann 

surface of genus 2 and a elliptic curve. 

Proof of Theorem 2.3.2: 

Suppose we have a principal polarization w on T-t and a compatible complex structure 

J. We can then choose a flat metric g S.t. J is compatible with g. Furthermore 

let us consider the Abel-Jacobi map j:(~2.fl) -+ :J(~2,fl) of a Riemann surface of 

genus 2, where :J(~2'1t) = (T4 . .J.::.:) is the jacobian of the Riemann surface. Given a 

principally polarized 4-torus (rl,..J) there exists a real linear isomorphism 0: rt - 1" 

s.t. 4;*(C:;) = w' because .;", is a principal polarization and both w' and .;". can be then 

written as 
2 

....,' = 2..::: d·l'i /\ d.1'2+i . ....,' = 2..::: d·1'1 /\ d·1'2+i 

1=1 1=1 



w.r. t. some bases of the lattice defining T4. Of course \ve will have lost in general any 

complex property of the composite map 0-1 0 j: ~2 - (T4. J .... .:) because in general 0 will 

be far from holomorphic. The map u = 0-1 0 j has the property that ll",: H 1( ~2. Z) _ 

H 1 (T4, Z) is an isomorphism: in fact j* is an isomorphism by construction. and 0 is 

a real isomorphism. We can then apply theorem 2.1.2 to the map u. The minimizing 

process would then give us one of the following possibilities: 

1. a map u: (~2' v) """---? T4 which minimizes area among all maps with the same action 

2. two maps Ui: (~L vi) ~ T4 conformal minimal immersions s.t. the map 

U: ~~ U ~i ---r T4 given by u(q) = Ui(q) if q E ~1' minimizes area among all maps 

with the same action on Hl(~2' Z) as u. 

In fact we observe that in general the minimizing procedure could give rise also to 

minimal spheres in the target manifold; in the case of fiat tori it is well known that 

such maps have to be constants and therefore we get just minimal surfaces of positive 

genuses. 

In case 1 it is easily seen (not necessarly invoking Theorem 2.3.1, as we will show 

III Chapter 3 Theorem 3.3.3) that such an immersion has to be holomorphic w.r.t. 

some complex structure .1 compatible with the metric g. In case 2. using if necessary 

translations in R.4 , since u* is an isomorphism, and since the only minimal tori of fiat 

tori are 2-dimensional linear subspaces. we have a decomposition 

T 4 - ( ,,1 ) ffi - ( ,,2) = U -'I IJ7 II -'I 

in linear subgroups. 'rYe now claim that the tangent cone to il(~~) U ii( ~n at the origin 

is the union of two planes holomorphic W.r. t. the 8([ II If compatible complex structure 

.1: we prove this claim in Lemma 2.:3.1. Since all compatible complex structures on 

(T4.g) are invariant hy translations. and iii are holomorphic at the origin. th(:'~" haw' 

to be holomorphic at ('\"('r~" point. This shows that the decomposit ion abO\"p realizes 

(rl • .1) as the Sl1lll of t \\"0 elliptic Clun's. 



Our next claim is that in both cases j = ±J. Suppose again we are in case 1. 'Ye 

prove that (T4.J . ..;.) is isomorphic to the jacobian of (~2'V): we use a theorem due 

to Calabi ([10]) which states that. given a flat metric 9 on a torus and a two-form w', 

there exists a unique complex structure compatible with g and which makes w' a form 

of type (1,1). In our case we have that both j and J are compatible with 9 and by 

assumption J is polarized by;.;J. On the other hand. once we see...: as a pairing between 

vectors of the lattice defining T 4
, we have by construction that il*(...:) = \ where \ is 

the intersection form on ~2' The universal property of the Abel-Jacobi map (Theorem 

3.3.1) implies then that (T\ j,w) is the jacobian of (L:2' v) and then j is polarized by 

wand then we have J = ±J and the claim follows directly. 

The same argument applied in case 2 to each Ui shows directly that in this case 

(T4, J) is biholomorhic to UI (:=D EB u2(:=i) and that also the principal polarization splits 

as the sum of the canonical polarizations of the two elliptic curves. 0 

Remark 2.3.1 There (Irc classical examples of jacobians of Riemann surfaces of genus 

2 which are biholomorphic to the sum of two elliptic curves but U'f don't get these 

elliptic curves from the procedure just described since they don't rfpregent the principal 

polarization which makes this sum a jacobian of a snwoth Riemann surface. 

A similar strategy as above works in the case of complex dimension 3. First we 

need to know that there aren't full minimal conformal immersions of nonhyperelliptic 

Riemann surfaces in (T6 , g) different from the holomorphic ones and then using Theo

rem 2.3.1 for the hyperelliptic case. We need the following result which will be proved 

in the following Chapter (see Theorem 3.3.2): 

Theorem 2.3.4 If f: :=:3 - (T6 ,g) is a stable minimal imlllfl'8ion thEn it i8 holomor

phic Ie.r.t. SOTnf' ('olllplf.l' stI'U('/UI'( compatible with the mrtl'ic g. 

Proof of Theorem 2.3.3: 

vV(' can apply t he same argument as in the -I-dimensional case wi t 11 t he extra care d lie 



to the fact that a Riemann surface can be pinched by our minimizing process in such 

a way as to obtain a conformal stable minimal immersion of one of the following: 

1. a Riemann surface of genus 3. or 

2. a Riemann surface of genus 1 and a Riemann surface of genus 2. or 

3. three Riemann surfaces of genus 1. 

In case 1 and 3, by Theorems 2.3.4 and 2.3.1. the same argument as in the -:1-

dimensional case gives either a jacobian of a Riemann surface of genus 3, or the po-

larized product of three elliptic curves. The second case needs some extra care; first 

we observe that, having called again u the area minimizing map. u( ~2) is contained in 

a 4-dimensional subtorus T4 ofT6
. because the action of u is injective on Hl(~2'Z). 

Therefore, as in Theorem 2.3.2. we know that U(~2) is holomorphic W.r.t. some com-

plex structure compatible with the flat metric. By translating the surfaces in the torus, 

we can assume that U(~2) and U(~l) intersect at the origin and, since branch points 

are isolated, we can also assume that the origin is not a branch point of these surfaces. 

Let now J2 be a complex structure on T4 compatible with the metric 91
T
4' such 

that u: ~2 - (T4 .. h) is holomorphic. 

We first observe that under our assumptions there has to exist a point ]J Eu( L2) 

s.t., having called P3 the plane Tp( U(~2)) translated to the origin, and P2 the plane 

To(U(~2))' P2 EEl P3 = ]R4: in fact since u. is holomorphic w.r.t. J2 we have that 

Tp( u( ~2)) n To( u( ~2)) is an even dimensional subspace of ]R4; moreover it can not be 

equal to P2 for all p because u is a full immersion. \Ye then have a splitting 

Lemma 2.3.1 implies the existence of <I complex st ructure on '''1)([1I( Pl. P2). compatible 

wI'th the metric (JI • s.t. PI and P2 are complex lines. and the same for the couple 
. -,'''"I Pl.P2) 

P
1
.P

3
• On the other hand./2 is a complex strllcture compatible with .'11-,,,,,,,1'2 PJ)' s.t. 

P2 and P
3 

are complex lilH's. This easil~' implies that there exists a compi('x structure. 



.1. on T6. compatible with the metric and S.t. U(~2) and U(~l) are holomorphic w.r.t. 

this complex structure. Repeating at this point the same proof as in Theorem 2.3.2. 

we can conclude the proof also in this case. o 

Therefore next lemma concludes the proof of t he previous theorems: 

Lemma 2.3.1 Supp08e u: (~}l U ~r2 ) -,- (.1J. g) (notation as in TheorEln 2.1.2) is area 

minimizing and dimM >..t. Supp08e further that :lPj E ~{. j = 1. 2 s. t. u(pd = 
J 

U(P2) = q and U i8 an immer8ion at PI and P2. Then the planEs IIj = iij*(Tp)~l) are 

simultaneously holomorphic with rtsPEct to a comp/e,r structure on II = 8pall{II 1 • II2 } 

which is orthogonal w. r. t. gin' 

Proof: This Lemma would be an immediate consequence of Corollar,v ..t in [40] if 

U(~}l U ~rJ were area minimizing among curTo/ts. However we do not know this. 

Nevertheless we can still appeal to the following result which is contained in the proof of 

Theorem 2 in [40]: let BI and B2 be a pair of flat 2-disks in (]R4, fuel) of radius r. which 

intersect at q. In [40] Morgan constructs a map f from an annulus A into the ball of]R4 

centered at q of radius r, S.t. fJf(A) = fJBI UfJB2 and A(f(A)) S; A(BI )+A(B2)-fr2
, 

f > 0, unless B I . B2 are simultaneously holomorphic w.r.t. an orthogonal complex 

structure in ]R4. Let us now consider the ball BM (r) of radius r in TUl (Pl)~U, and let 

Bj(r) be BM(r) n IIj. For r sufficiently small we can also assume that u;l exists on 

(,?:PUj (Pi) (Bi( r)). 

Let us also denote by ]R4 the linear span of III. II2 in TuI(pd JJ · 

If Bi ( r) are not simultaneously holomorphic w.r. t. an orthogonal complex structure. 

then we have a map 

defined by f\Iorgan using BI(r) and B2(r). 

To simplify the nota t ion let us also define 

\Yp can then define (\ map F: ·~'l U S:. U .-1 - JI by 



fAx) = { 

It is easily seen that 

• F induces a Lipschitz function on the connected sum of ~~ and ~2 
I} 12 

• A(Fr(81 U 82 U A)) = 

= A(UI(~I)) + A(U2(~r)) + A(Fr(.~)) - A(Ul(~~} \ 8r)) - A(U2(~72 \ 82 )) 

< A(u(~I} U ~r2)) + 27rr2 + O(r3 ) - a 2 - (27rr2 + O(r3 )) = 

= A( u(~~ U ~~ )) + O(r3 ) - fr2 
, l} l2 • 

Therefore, for r sufficiently small, we have a Lipschitz map, and therefore also a 

Cl-map, that we call F, from a smooth Riemann surface ~i}+i2 to (l1I,g) s.t. 

• F induces the same action on homology as ll; 

• A(F) < A(u), 

hence getting a contradiction with Theorem 2.1.2. o 

The problem of recognizing jacobians among principally polarized abelian varieties 

by means of minimal surface theory seems harder to settle because of Theorem 3.4:.1, 

which will be proved in Chapter 3. 

Of course Theorem 3.4:.1 does not imply that we can't obtain any result, but we 

would need some analogue of Micallef's results (2.3.1) restricting ourselves to the ho-

mology classes which come from principal polarizations since the general result is false 

by 3.4.1. This will be the subject of further investigations. 



Chapter 3 

On Stable Minimal Surfaces • 
In 

Flat Tori 

3.1 Introduction 

\Ve consider a topological surface ~r' a torus T 2
r = .~'I X ... X Sl. and an isomorphism 

Let us first obs('r\'(' that p gi\'(' rise to a unimodular 2-form on r 2r in the following 

wav: consider a symplectic basis for HI (~!'. Z). {(\ I .1J. i = 1, .... ,.. and define 

w'p = 2:: p( n 1)* 1\ p( Ji r 
i=1 

\\' here * denotes the canonical isomorphism between HI (T2
1'. Z) and HI ( T2!', Z) . 

. \ crucial simple observation is that if 11: ~r - 1'21 is a map inducing p on homology. 

then 

\\' here \ i~ the intprs('ct ion forlll on the ,surface. 
'=r 

\ \" (' \ \'; 1I11 t () s t II d~' t h (' ~ p; 1 ('(' s : 

RJrI,' = {fiat llIetric.s y 011 T 2r I the!'(' ('xi~b a cOlllplex strnctu!'('./ compatibl(' \\'ith 

,lJ s.t. (1'2 1 
• ./.~'p) i~ til(' .jacobian of ~Ollj(' ~11l()()th Hil'lll;u\ll ,-'111'1';1(,(' of g(,IlUS r} 

10 



RJ.t = {flat metrics g on T 2r I there exists a conformal stable minimal immersion 

¢: (~r, fl) ~ (T2r
, g) such that 9x = p and 0 is not holomorphic W.r. t. any 

complex structure compatible with g} . 

In this Chapter we want to study the following problem: 

Problem 4 For which fl is RJ.t =/: 0? 

The following easy consequence of the Universal Property of the Abel-Jacobi map 

(Theorem 3.3.1) suggests to study nJac in the moduli space of flat structures on the 

torus: 

Proposition 3.1.1 Let u: ('Er,fl) --:- (T2r,g) be a map s.t. u is holomorphic H'.r.t. a 

compatible complex structure J, and u* = p; then we have 

1. (T 2r, J, wp ) zs isomorphic, as principally polari::ed abelian variety, to 

.J(~r,fl)· 

2. J is the unique comple:l' structure compatible with g and which is positively po

larized by wp. 

As it is well known, the problem of recognizing jacobians among principally polar

ized abelian varieties is a very hard one (see for example [5] and [29]). We believe it 

would be very interesting to study whether it is possible to give a riemannian charac

terization of nJac in the moduli space of flat structures. 

The second section is devoted to a discussion of moduli spaces of flat, complex, 

Kahler, and polarized structures on the torus. 

A direct dimensional count shows that given any >.JJ p' the set of flat metrics which 

admit a compatible complex structure J s.t. (T2/". J ... ".:p) is the jacobian of some Rie

mann surface has (real) dimension 67' - 6+ r2. while the space of flat structure's has 

dimension "21'2 + 1'. Therefore nJac is not the whole space of flat structures for r ~ -t. 

Proposition 3.1.1 and Theorem 2.1.2 in Chapter:! suggpst til(' following (mentioned 

also in [:n]): 



Conject ure 3 1. For r = 2.3, El'ery stable minimal immErsion ~r - (T2 1
•• g ) IS 

holomorphic w. r. t. some compatible complex structu rE. 

2. For r 2:: 4 and for any isomorphism p, thErE crists a flat mEtric and a 8table 

minimal immersion ¢: ~r - (T2r. g) such that 9 .. = P and 0 is not holomorphic 

w. r. t. any complex structure compatiblE with g. 

We shall discuss these guesses in section 3. -4: and .5. 

A fruitful way to study these problems is to look at the conformal structures induced 

by stable minimal immersions. 

By a mentioned result of Micallef (Theorem 2.3.1) we know that if such a map 

induces a hyperelliptic conformal structure. then it has to be holomorphic w.r.t. some 

compatible complex structure. When the surface inherits a nonhyperelliptic structure 

the same conclusion for r = 3 (also for unstable maps) follows from the fact that there 

aren't non trivial quadrics containing the canonical image of the Riemann surface. The 

same argument answers affirmatively the above guess for r = 2 without using Theorem 

2.3.1. On the other hand since there are non trivial quadrics containing the rational 

normal curve in CP2, which is the canonical image of any hyperelliptic Riemann surface 

we have to appeal to Theorem 2.3.1 for r = 3. This also implies the existence of unstable 

minimal maps ~3 ---+ (T6 ,g) inducing hyperelliptic structures on ~3 (see Remark 3.3.2). 

Theorem 3.4.1, which we will prove in Section -4:, completes the list of possibilities 

in terms of induced conformal structures. 

A natural question is then whether some flat T4 or T6 could contain stable mini

mal surfaces. non holomorphic w.r.t. any compatible complex structure (of course of 

genus higher than 2 or 3). By a result of Micallef ([36]) mentioned in the introduction 

(Theorem 1.2.6) \ve know that this cannot happen in T-1
• 

The main idea of the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 is to take an holomorphic map, given 

by the Abel-Jacobi map into the Jacobian of the Riemann surface. and to deform the 

map and the torus dest roying holomorphicity but not stability and conforlllalit~·. .\ 

crucial st ep in the proof of Theorelll :3.-4:.1 is to find a connection between C\ cla~sical 



algebraic geometrical property of nonhyperelliptic Riemann surface, given by ~oether'5 

Theorem and the space of Jacobi fields of the Abel-Jacobi map. ~oether-type theorems 

have been the subject also of \'ery recent investigation. In fact using a nice result of 

Colombo-Pirola ([14]) and of Gieseker ([21]) we show that the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 

can be adapted to prove the following result: 

Theorem 3.1.1 1. For r > 7, the re exists a de nse subset D~ of the moduli space of 

Riemann surfaces of genus r, s.t. if f.1 E D~. then there e.riMs a conformal stable 

minimal immersion f: (~r, f.1) ---, (lR2(r-l) / A, euel) into a flat torus. which is not 

holomorphic w. r. t. any compatible complex structu re. 

2. For T > 9. there exists a dense subset D'2 of thE moduli Sl)(ICf of Riemann surfaces 

of genus T, s.t. if f.1 E D'2, then there crists a conformal stable minimal immersion 

f: (~Tlf.1) ----. (lR2(r-2)/A,fuel) into a flat torus, which is not holomorphic w.r.t. 

any compatible complex structure. 

3. For T > 12, there exists a dense subset D!j of the moduli spaCE of Riemann surfaces 

of genus T, s.t. if f.1 E D!j, then there exists a conformal stable minimal immersion 

f: (~Tl f.1) -. (lR2(r-3) / A, fUel) into a flat torus. ~l'hich is not holomorphic w. r. t. 

any compatible complex structurt. 

We refer to section -! for a discussion about the geometry of the sets Dk. and in 

particular about the existence of families of Riemann surfaces in these sets. 

In the same section we show that the strategy of the proofs of Theorems 3.-1:.1 and 

3.1.1 can not be adapted to prove the existence of stable minimal immersions in flat 

tori of dimension 6. 

We are actually convinced that the method used to prove theorem 3.1.1 can be 

adapted to prove similar results in the case of ~r in y2( r-k) with l' - k > 3. 



3.2 Moduli of Tori 

We shall be interested in 3 different geometric structures on a torus T2n = ]R2n /Z2n = 

S1 X '" X S1. namely a constant complex structure. a flat structure and a Kahler 

structure. In this section we describe these structures and the relations between them. 

3.2.1 Complex Tori 

The space of complex tori can be described in two ways. differential geometrically and 

complex analytically. In this subsection we will give these two classical descriptions 

and relate them . 

• We start with the differential geometrical point of view. In this description a 

complex torus is the differentiable manifold T2n together with a constant complex 

structure .I on its tangent bundle (where .I constant means dJ = 0: from now on 

we will drop the adjective constant). 

The space Cn of complex structures on lR2n can be seen to be the homogeneous 

space Cl (211. lR) / Cl( 11. C) as follows: let .10 be the standard complex structure on 

lR2n. and consider the map from Cl( 2n. lR) to Cn. defined by: 

This map is surjective because for any complex structure we can find a basis of 

lR2n w.r.t. which it can be represented by .10, The map 0 induces an equivalence 

relation on CI(:2 17. lR) by A rv B if and only if o( A) = 9( B). Each equivalence class 

of this equivalence relation is in 1- 1 correspondence with the invertible matrices 

::::n~o:mu~~ :i::2::t~~:e:~i;:~ ::i~hbe(id::tified ~:it)h Gl( 11. Cl. where an 
-B2 B1 

Two complex tori (r~n,./) and (T 2
1i. J') are biholomorphic if and only if there 

exists .. 1I:R.211 - R.~fI s.t. {JJZ 21i} = {z2n} and JIJ = ,/'.11. i.e .. 11 E ,""'(2n,Z) 

and JI.·1- 1 ./0. 1 = B- 1 ./oB.II. This is equivalent to B = LA.II -1 for some L ~ 



Gl( n, C) and JJ E 81(2n. Z). We can therefore conclude that the space of complex 

tori is 

Gl(2n.IR) 

GI(n.C)\ ISI (2n.Z) 
(:3.1) 

with the actions just described . 

• In the theory of several complex variables and Algebraic Geometry. a complex 

torus is defined as Cn I A. where A is a lattice of maximal rank. \Ye can associate to 

A a matrix of GI(2n. IR) by expressing a basis of .\ \V.r.t. a basis of Cn = IR2n. \Ve 

call this matrix A again. Of course such a matrix is well defined up to the action 

on the right of SI(2n, Z) which corresponds to picking a different basis of the 

lattice. Two complex tori. Cn IA and Cn lA', are biholomorphic if there exists a 

linear map L: en --,- Cn s.t. [L(A)] = [A'] ([ ] is the class in GI(2n, IR)I SI(2n. Z)). 

Thus, the space of complex tori is, once again, described by 

GI(2n.IR) 

Gl( n. C)\ 181(217. Z) 
(3.2 ) 

It is very clear from the above descriptions that a torus (IR2n 1,\ . .]0) as seen in 

complex analytical point of view. corresponds to the torus (IR2n Iz2n, ~\ -1 JoA) in the 

first picture. 

3.2.2 Flat Tori 

As explained in the introduction we are interested in Ricci-flat metrics over tori. but 

since every Ricci-flat riemannian metric on a torus is invariant by translations. we can 

identify the space of Ricci-flat metrics on r2n with the space of constant flat metrics 

on IR2n. 

Again we waltt to distinguish two ways of proceeding. In the following subsections 

the relevance of this dist inction will appear e\·ident . 

• Let r 2f1 be IR2f1 IZ2n and Rn be the space of flat metric's on JR 2
n. B~' analogy wit h 



the case of complex tori, we define a map from Gl(2n. IR) to Rn by 

The map 7jJ is onto because if G is the matrix representation of any flat metric 

W.r.t. any basis of IR2n. and A is the matrix relating any basis orthonormal 

w.r.t. G with the fixed basis. we have G = AtA. The freedom of choosing the 

orthonormal basis gives directly that each equivalence class of the equivalence 

relation induced by 'ljJ (defined as in the case of complex tori) is in one to one 

correspondence with GI(2n. IR)/0(2n. IR). 

We then get an identification of Rn with GI(2n. IR)/0(2n. IR). Fix now a basis of 

z2n and a metric 9 on IR 2n. Let G be the matrix representation of 9 w.r. t. the 

fixed basis (again defined up to the action of SL(2n. Z)). Now (T 2
n. g ) is isometric 

to (T2n,g') if and only if:3 J.1i:T - T' S.t. ~utG'J.U = G, i.e . .:1J tBtBM = AtA. 

and hence B = OAlll with 0 E 0(21l.IR) and.:1J E SL(2n.Z) . 

• Consider now T2n = IR2n / A and go the standard metric on IR21l. In this case 

(IR2n/A,go) is isometric to (IR2n/A.go) if and only if there exists .H:IR2n - IR2n 

s.t. Mtlll = Id and (after having fixed a basis of ~\) [JJ(,\)] = [A'] ([] is the 

class in GI(211.IR)/SI(211.Z) as in the case of complex tori). 

Therefore we get once again: 

GI(2n. IR) 

o (211 . IR)\ / S I (211 . Z) 
(3.3 ) 

The way to pass from one point of view to the other is given by the following: 

3.2.3 Kahler Tori 

vVe want now to st ndy the space 1\'/1 of Kahler struct ures 011 IR 21i, .\ Kahler :-;t ructurE' i:-; 

given by a complex :-;t ruct un' .J and a flat metric 9 \\"hich i:-; llE'rmitian \\" .r.t . .J. Si\l('(' W(' 



have described complex structures and fiat structures in different \\"ays it is dear that 

also for Kahler structures we may take two different points of view. The descriptions 

of the two possibilities are very similar to the ones given above. and therefore we just 

indicate the main ideas. 

• Consider the map 0: GI(2n.lR) - Kn defined by 

1. ¢ is surjective because every complex structure compatible with g is of the 

form 0-lJO~O E O(2n,lR), for any J compatible with g. 

2. the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation induced by 0 are given by 

O(2n,lR)n Gl(n,C) = U(n). 

Therefore (lR 2n /Z 2n .g,J) and (lR2n /Z 2n .g'.J') are equivalent as Kahler malll-

1. M E SI(2n, Z ) 

Therefore the moduli space of Kahler structures on the torus is given by: 

GI(2n,lR)+ 

C(n)\ /Sl(2n,Z) 
(3.-1) 

• On the other hand if we adopt the algebraic geometric point of view in the descrip

tion of complex tori. it is more natural to define a Kahler torus as (en (\. go). 

In this case the equivalence of Kahler structures corresponds to the existence 

of L:en - cn S.t. LtL = ld and [L(.\)] = [.\'] (where [ ] is the class III 

Gl(21l.lR)/Sl(2n.Z) as in the case of complex tori). Therefore W(' get again: 

Gl(2n.lR)+ 

l . ( 1/ ) \ /S 1 (21/ • Z) 

Once again \\"(' direct ly see t ha t 

17 



3.2.4 Polarized Tori 

Given a two form on a complex torus. it is a classical problem whether this gives rise to 

an embedding of the torus into the projective space such that in cohomology the two 

form is equivalent to the restriction of a multiple of a generator of H2(Pcn. Z). This 

question can be answered in a very satisfactory ,vay using Kodaira embedding theorem. 

If Q is the fixed form, then Q gives an embedding if and only if Q is of type (1. 1). is 

positive definite and represents an integral class. These are the Riemann relations for 

the complex torus and the form Q. In the case Q is of type (1.1) W.Lt. a complex 

structure J, we say that Q polari::Es J. A very natural question to ask is then which 

is the space of complex structures polarized by a fixed 2-form. It is easily seen that 

this is the case if and only if JtQ = Jf is symmetric (these are part of the so-called 

Real Riemann Relations). For the rest of this section we assume that Q is also non 

degenerate. 

We also say that Q is a positive polari::ation \v.r.t. J if Q polarizes J and .J' Q is 

positive definite. 

Let us define AQ to be the space of complex structures positively polarized by such 

Q. We do not try to describe in different ways this space. since it is a classical subject 

of Algebraic Geometry (see [29] chap.8). \Ve just remark that dimrr_AQ = n2 + n. 

3.2.5 Geometry of the lTIoduli spaces 

We want now to give a geometric description of the moduli spaces of complex and flat 

tori. using the results of the previous subsections. 

Let us first define the space Hn of hermitian matrices and the space On of complex 

structures compatible with a fixed metric on JR2n: 

Hn = GI(ll.C)/C(n) ,On = O(21l.JR)/C(Il). 



Therefore we have the following picture: 

1ft( 

~ / 
IC n 

( :3.6) 

/ 
Cn Rn 

A direct dimensional count shows that dim:f~Cn = 2n 2 dim':-)\_~n = 311 2 • dimEO" = 

n 2 
- n, dimp..Rn = 2n2 + nand dimp/Hn = n2

. but we recall that. by a theorem of 

Siegel (see Kodaira-Spencer [28]). Cn / Sl(2n, Z) is not even a topological manifold for 

n> 2. 

In what follow8 WE arE going to disregard the aetion of Sl( 2 n. Z) on thE obOl'E spaCES. 

8ince, a8 we will .sEE later in thi8 Chapter. our problEms about minimal surfaces {cill 

deal with marked tori. 

Let us first study the space Cn. Let Q be a non degenerate integral '2-form on ]R2n. 

For each complex structure J positively polarized by Q. we define FJ to be the set of 

complex structures J s.t . .J is compatible with the (unique) metric g. s.t. (g.J,Q) is a 

Kahler triple. 

Proposition 3.2.1 

2. J i- J' ~ FJ n FJ' = 0, 

3. For each J, FJ n AQ = {J}, and the intE 1'SEctioll is tranSl'E 1'sal. 

Proof: 

1. For any J' E Cn • consider any metric 9 hermitian W.r. t. J'. By a theorem of 

Calabi ([10]) the couple (g. Q) gives rise to a complex structure Jg,Q compatible 

with 9 and \\' hich positivel~- polarizes Q. Therefore .J' E FJgQ ' 

'2. A complex s1 rllcture .i E Ij n FJ' has to be compatible with 1\\-0 metrics 9 

a.nd g' s.1. (g.J.(j) and (g'.J'.Q) a.re Kahler tripl('s .. \s w(' hay(' S('('11 ill the 

previous sllbsections. this implies that J = 0 1.1'0. for some orthogonal matrix 



O. Therefore.] and .]' are both compatible with 9 (and g') and then. by the 

uniqueness part of Calabi's Theorem . .] = .]'. 

3. We are going to find canonical models for the tangent spaces of these spaces using 

the discussion above. First we need to observe that a variation .](t) of complex 

structures can be given by a family of C-linear map Ot: TO,1 --. TI,o. where these 

are the eigenspaces of ,](0), and TtO,1 are the -yeT-eigenspace of .](t): Ot can 

be defined by the formula T?,l = {L + Ot( L) I L E TO. I }. Choosing complex 

coordinates {zi} w.r.t. ,](0). we can write 

Suppose now that Ot describes a family of complex structures all compatible with 

a fixed metric 9. Define now a tensor 

A. '" f l;:;1 rv.. d;:;i - '" - I j 1;:;/ --;, l;:;i 
'f/ = ~. i/' '" '6/ '" - ~ glj l ('" 0 ('" . 

Clearly we haveg(L+Bt(L).M +Ot(iH)) = OVL.J.11 E TO,1 and then 

Putting L = a~i' J11 = a'~~l in this equation we get 9Tj f1 + mjff = 0 which proves 

that the tensor ¢ is a skew-symmetric (0, 2)-tensor. 

Suppose on the other hand that Ot parametrizes a family of complex structures 

all polarizing a fixed Q. In this case we get 

But with the same choice of Land .11 as above. we find that Q( 0t( L). ,\1) 

FIgTj.f( and Q(OtC1I).L) = VCfg-ljf( This shO\\'s that the tensor 

- '" 1.1 /.:1 rv.. /_' t' = ~ 9Tj 7 (- '6/ ( -

is symmetric. 



We have then in the first case a canonical identification with skew-symmetric 

(0, 2)-tensors, while in the second one we get symmetric (0. 2)-tensors under the 

same construction: this proves the last stament of the proposition. o 

The above proposition justifies then the following picture: 

en 
o 

---------------------------------------------,' 

A similar description can be given also of Rn. For this scope we define: 

Definition 3.2.1 1. RQ = {fiat metrics 9 I g-IQ is a complex structure}. 

2. Gg = {fiat metrics g' I g' hermitian w.r.t. g-IQ}. 

Proposition 3.2.2 

Proof: 

1. Given g' ERn' there exists (again by Calabi's Theorem) a complex structure 

Jg,Q s.t. (g'.Jg',Q,Q) is a Kahler triple. Defining g( ... ) = Q(.1g',Q .,.). we have 

g' EGg. 

2. Let 9 E (,'9 n (,'g" By definition 9 has 10 be hermitian w.r.t . .19 = 9-
1
Q and 

/ 
,-1 Q But then .19 = .1

9
' h~' uniqueness in ('alalXs Theorem and 1 herefore 

. 9' = 9 . 

, 
9 = g. 

o 



,---------------------------------------------, 
I 

3.3 Periodic Minimal Surfaces 

From now on we indicate by ~T a Riemann surface of genus T and not just a topological 

surface. As we said in the introduction, given a Kahler manifold, any complex subman-

ifold minimizes volume in its homology class. In the case of complex tori the theory of 

holomorphic curves in them is a classical subject in algebraic geometry. It is in fact well 

known that to any Riemann surface ~n of genus 11 2:: lone can associate a complex torus 

of real dimension 2n, called the Jacobian of the surface, in the following way: take a ba-

sis of the space of holomorphic sections of the canonical bundle HO(A") = HI,O(~n' C), 

{WI, ... , wn}, and consider A = {Re(J(J' WI, ... , J(J' wn, J(J' iWI, ...• J(J' iwn)} varying (J E 

HI(~n'Z)}. The complex torus (R2njA.Jo) is the jacobian of ~n . .J(~n)' The map 

jpo:~n ~ .J(~n)' defined by jpo(p) = {Re(J:Owl, .... J:Ow'n.J:O iWI ..... J:O iwn )} is 

called the Abel-Jacobi map. and. by classical theorems due to Abel and Jacobi, it is a 

holomorphic embedding. This map will playa key role in this Chapter. \Y(' will base 

some decisive considerations on the following well known: 



Theorem 3.3.1 (Universal property of the Abel-Jacobi map) 

If f: ~T ~ (~2kj.\ . .I) is a full holomorphic map. then f factors through J(~T)' i.e 

there exists a C-linear map A: J(~r) ~ (~2kj.\ . .I) S.t. 

" f (~2kj.\,J) ~r 

Jpo 

~ i A ( 3./) 

J(~T) 

commutes. In particular J(~r) contains a codimension k complf.l' subtol'lIs. gll'f II by 

the kernel of A. 

The basic tool in studying minimal surfaces in fiat tori is gi"en by the following: 

Theorem 3.3.2 (Generalized Weierstrass Representation) 

If f: ~T ~ (~2n / A, go) is a conformal minimal immersion, then. after a translation. 

f can be represented by f(p) = Re(J:o 1]1, .... J/:o 1]2n), whEre l]i E HO( J(), 2:7~1 171 = 0, 

and {Re(J(J"1]1, ... ,J(J"1]2n)la E H1(~T'Z)} is a 8ublatticf of"\. 

The above theorem is the basis of the whole theory of periodic minimal surfaces 

(see [34]) which goes back to the end of the last century. 

The following discussion and results in this section are due to IVIicallef; they are 

included here for sake of completeness. 

Suppose now that f: ~r ----'- (~2n/A, fUel) is a minimal immersion. By the above 

theorem f(p) = Rc(JP ,,I.:JI). where J.11 is a r X '2n complex matrix and w = (W1 ..... WI') 
Po 

is a basis of HO(I(). Suppose f is holomorphic w.r.t. some complex structure .I 

compatible with rucl. \Ve have already observed that. if .10 is the standard complex 

structure compatible with euel. then the set of all compatible complex st ructures is 

described by ot JoO where 0 is an orthogonal transformation. By the r niversal Prop-

erty of the "\bel-Jacobi map. \\'p then han' that there exists a complex linear map 

L: (IR2r j.\'. Jo) - (IR211/C\Ot) . .10 ). \\·here (IR 2r j.\' . ./0) is the jacobian of ~r. Therefore 

for some Po E ~r' \\T hayp that j = Otof = I~ojpo' \\'hich gi\'('~ inlllatrix representation 



Lemma 3.3.1 Let f: ~r - (JR 2nj.\. f. uel) be a full minimal immersion in a fiat torus. 

given by f(p) = Re(J:
o

w!11), and J a complex structure giL'En by otJoO.u·ith 

o E O(2n, JR). 

Then J is compatible with the E uelidEan lnfiric and f is holomorphic tc. r. t. the com

plex structure J if and only if there Exists L, a complex r x n 17latri.r. S.t. 

Corollary 3.3.1 A full minimal immersion f: ~r - (JR 2nj.\. E uel) glrE 11 by 

f(p) = Re(J:a wM) is holomorphic w. r. t. some complex structure compatible with thE 

metric if and only if M Mt = o. 

Proof: By Lemma 3.3.1 we have to prove that 111 111t = 0 implies JI = L(f dn if dn)O 

with L a complex r x n matrix and 0 E 0(211, JR). Since f is full, we have 11 ::; r, and 

then it is clearly sufficient to prove this claim for r = n also for not full immersions. 

because, under our assumption, f defines a minimal immersion (not full now) into a 

flat forus of dimension 21'. We associate to J11 the 21' x 21' real matrix 111 given by 

M --(BA De) 

equivalent to 

But 

where J11 = (A + iB e + i D). The condition 11] J11 t = 0 is then 

{ 

AAt + ect - BBt - DDt = 0 

ABt + BAt + C Dt + DCt = 0 . 
(3.8) 

(3.9 ) 

and then J11 Mt = 0 if and only if i1 Jl t is an hermitian. semi-positive definite (by 

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) matrix of Gl( 1'. C). This means .11 .lIt = p2. where P is 

also semipostive definite and ill = PO. 0 E 0(2r.JR). 

Then if = P (~ ~) 0 and therefore .\1 = P(I, il,)O as we wanted. o 

This simple corollar!' ~i\'('s as ('as!' consequence that there aren't full minimal con

forma.l immersions of nonhyperelliptic Riemann sllrfaces of genus t h('(\(' ill (JRhf.\, ( /lei) 



different from the holomorphic ones. The above claim can be proved in the follow

ing way: by the Weierstrass representation theorem (see [34]) a minimal conformal 

immersion j of ~3 into a flat (1R6/ A. euel) is given by 

where TIl, ... , Tl6 are IR-linearly independent holomorphic differentials on ~3 and the 

conformality assumption translates into 

( 3.10) 

But for a nonhyperelliptic surface of genus 3 Noether's theorem shows that the canonical 

curve in CP2 is not contained in any quadric and then (:3.10) has to be a quadric of 

rank zero. Choosing {Wl,W2,W3} a basis of Hl,O(~3'C) we get '!l = ,_,.:JI where '!l and 

ware the vectors (Tli) and (Wi) respectively, 111 E M(3 x 6,C) and (:3.10) becomes 

wM Mtwt = 0 and then M Mt = O. Corollary 3.3.1 then gives: 

Corollary 3.3.2 If j: ~3 ---7 (1R6/ A, euel) is a minimal immer8ion inducing a non 

hypereiliptic confo'rmal structure on ~3, then it is holomorphic H'.r.t. some complex 

structure compatible with the metric. 

Remark 3.3.1 The same argument as in the p'roof of Corollary 3.3.2 proves the fol-

lowing result: 

Corollary 3.3.3 Every conjormal minimal immer8iol1 j: ~2 - (T4
, euel) i8 holomor-

phic w. r. t. some compatible complex structure. 

Remark 3.3.2 The conclll8ion of Corollary .3 . .3.:2 holds al80 for stablf minimal 1111-

J1IcrsionSll'hcn t/u indund NH/'jornwl st,.lIcfllrf is hype,.dliptic, by Th(orfm .3.,J.1. 

One may IPond(!' 11'11(111(,. anyjullminimal imm(/'sion ~3 - (IR ti /J.\.(llcl) i,'i stable; 

'II '11(JII' 11'i"'1',g OliN (((jaill ('orolla/'/I .1.,].1. thaf this i,'i I/ot th( ('a,'i(, Fi,.st 1/'( I/ud we tm, .", " " ,J 

to obsel'l'c Ihal tll( ('anoni('al il7lfl!/( of a hyp(nlliptir' Ri(/1/alll/ ,'illlja('( of fI(III/,'i flln( 



is contained in a non trivial quadric: this follou's dirEctly from thE fact (SEE [4]) that 

such a ~3 is the Riemann surface of the algebraic function 

w2 = (z - al) ... (z - as) . 

Therefore it has a basis of holomorphic differentials of thE form 

dz dz 2 dz 
WI = - . W2 = z- . W3 = Z -

W W til 

where z, ware coordinates over C2 (see [4J for a discussion of this classical result). 

Therefore the quadric of rank three Xl = XOX2 contains the canonical image of the 

Riemann surface. By the discussion above it is then clear that, having taken as 111 any 

3 X 6 complex matrix with ReM and I mM of maximal rank. and s. t. 

then the map 

010 

100 

001 

f(p) = Re (P(wM), (modA) 
i po 

(:3.11) 

is a full conformal minimal immersion not holomorphic w. r. t. any compatible complex 

structure and therefore unstable by theorem '2.3.1. For example 

1 - i l+i 1 I -1 

I 
J11 =-

V2 1 +i 1 - i -/ -1 1 (3.12) 

0 -iV2 iV2 0 V2 0 

satisfies all the required properties. 

3.4 Stability of Miniulal Surfaces in Flat Tori 

In this section we prove the main theorems about the ('xist ence of stabl(' miniIllal 

surfaces in flat tori not holomorphic \\".r.t" ally compatible complex st ructure. Our 

st.ratpgy is tIl(' Scllll(' for both C(lSPS: \\"(' consider either the :-\h('I-.Jacobi map of the 



Riemann surface into its jacobian or a projection of this map into a lower dimensional 

complex torus, on which we put a fiat metric compatible with this complex structure. 

This map is, by Wirtinger's inequalit~·. a conformal stable minimal immersion of the 

starting Riemann surface in this fiat torus. \Ve then deform this map and the torus. 

but not the conformal structure, in such a way to destroy holomorphicit~·. but to saye 

all the other properties. 

Theorem 3.4.1 For any nonhyperelliptic Riemann surface of genus r ~ -:1:. there u:ists 

a conformal stable minimal immersion i: L: r ---;. (JR 2r IA. euel) into a flat torus. which is 

not holomorphic with respect to any comple:r structure compatible lcith thf' flat mdric. 

The proof of this Theorem is due to Micallef. I want to thank him for having let 

me include it so as to be able to refer to it in the remaining part of this Chapter. We 

also remark that this result follows directly from the results in the last Chapter. 

Proof: Given a nonhyperelliptic Riemann surface ~I' we know, by Noether's The-

orem (see [4]), that its canonical image is contained in a quadric of rank k,3 S; k < r. 

Therefore there exists a basis of HO(K), W = (WI,'" .W1' ) s.t. 2:~=1 W; = O. We then 

consider the family of maps is: L: r ---;. (JR 2r I As. c uel) defined for s E (- E, E), by 

l
p lP is(p) = Re( WJ1J) = Re( 7]1, ... , 172r) 

Po Po 

where 

;Id~~k . ) 
Cdk 0 ieS I dk 

AI = 0 
Id r - h· 0 

We observe that is is a harmonic map, since it IS given by integrals of holomorphic 

differentials, and moreover WE' have 

2r k 
~2 ~2 ~ 'Ii = ~ ";":i = 0 . 
i=1 i=1 

Therefore is is a conformal minimal immersion for all ...... 



We still have to prove the stability and the non holomorphicity. This latter is easily 

settled using the result of the previous section. \Ye notice in fact that 

which is zero if and only if 8 = 0; then, by our version of the Universal property of the 

Abel-J acobi map, fs cannot be holomorphic w .r.t. any compatible complex structure. 

In order to prove the stability of fs for small values of 8. we need first to calculate the 

space of Jacobi fields of fo. Since fo is holomorphic, by Simons' Theorem 1.1.:2. the 

space of Jacobi fields is the space of holomorphic sections of the normal bundle v~r' 

To calculate this dimension we consider the following exact sequence: 

and the associated long exact sequence: 

Since this sequence is exact we have immediately hO(V~T) = dim[cHO(v~T) > r. By 

E is the canonical bundle of ~T' We observe that if ¢ is injective then ~' = 0, and 

therefore ker7jJ = HO( V~T) = im \. = CT. To study when this is the case we consider 

the dual map of ¢, ¢*: HO( CT 0 E) - HO(2I(). In the dual sequence 

dfD is just the pullback, via fo, of I-forms from T2T to ~T' Therefore if (17d is an r-uple 

of holomorphic differentials on ~T' then C/'(TJ1.···· TJT) = TJ1 . w'l + ... + TJT . ..;Jr' where· 

is the symmetric product between holomorphic differentials. 

We want to compare the image of 0* with t he image of the classical N oether map 

N: HO(I() 0 HO(A') - HO(2A'), defined h.v S(n 0 ,j) = n· 1. Jill.\' is dearl~' the span 

1 f { } But. if over the comp ex 0 W'I' w'j i~j· 

n = 2:: (lij .... ·1 • ...., • .1 

1~.1 



then we define 

and we get 

r 

77i = L..-Jj 
)=t 

cp*(T]l, .... T]r) = L rLlj '-'-"I' i..tJj • 

i~j 

Then I mN = I m¢*. The surjectivity of .LV ( and therefore of (/)x ) in the nonhyperel-

liptic case is assured by Noether's Theorem. [4]. We then have that the space of Jacobi 

fields of the Abel-Jacobi map has the least possible dimension, since translations on 

the torus clearly induce Jacobi fields on the surface. 

The first claim is that the family of normal bundles to is( ~r). v( 05). is in fact a 

smooth family of bundles. In order to see this let us first recall that each is is an 

embedding. This follows directly from Abel's Theorem for minimal immersions (see 

[34]). Since the family is is smooth in 05 it is clear that i;(T(T2r)) is a smooth family 

of bundles; moreover the pull back metrics are given by 

k 

g(05) = (1 + e2s ) L 1 w', 12 . 
i=l 

which is again smooth in 8. This clearly proves the claim. since v( s) is the orthogonal 

complement of T~r in i;(T(T2r)). The second claim is that the family of operators 

82 Afs on v( s) forms as well a smooth family of operators. i.e. for every 'l/Js smooth 

family of smooth sections of v( s ). 8 2 A is ( I{'s )) is smooth in 8. This follows directly 

from the formula 1.2 in Chapter 1. A theorem of E:odaira ([2iL pag 32.5) then implies 

the continuity of the eigenvalues of the operator 8 2 A. Since at 8 = 0 we have already 

observed that 8 2 A has the least number of Jacobi fields. the continuity of the eigenvalues 

implies that for .'i sufficiently small. the space of Jacobi fields has to be the space of 

translations. since no eigenvector associated to a positive eigenvalue can become a 

Jacobi field. and the translations cannot become negative eigenvectors. This concludes 

the proof. o 

\V(' want to (l pply t he id('(l~ Il~ed in the proof of the previou:-- Theorem abo to the 

case of minimal imllH'rsions of ~llrface~ of ~('nu~ ,. into flat tori of dimension IP~~ than 



2r. 

Theorem 3.4.2 1. For r ~ 7. there e,rists a densE subsEt VI of thE moduli spaCE of 

Riemann 8urface8 of genu8 r. 8. t. if Ii E VI' then thE rE o'ists a conformal stablt 

minimal immer8ion f: (~r' J-l) - (lR2(r-l) r\. E ael) into a flat toru8, [chich is not 

holomorphic w.r.t. any compatible co mp 10' structure. 

2. For r > 9, there exi8t8 a den8e 8ub8et V'2 of the moduli spaCE of RiEmann 8urfaces 

of genu8 r, 8. t. if J-l E V'2, then there exi8ts a conformal 8tabiE minimal imrner8ion 

f: (~Tl J-l) -,- (lR 2
(r-2) / A, euel) into a flat toru8, which is not holomorphic w.l'.t. 

any compatible complex 8tructure. 

3. For r > 12. there exi8t8 a den8e subset V'3 of the moduli spaCE of Riemann surfaces 

of genus r, 8. t. if J-l E V'3, then there f.,rists a conformal stable minimal immersion 

f: (~r' J-l) -. (lR 2
(r-.3) / A. euel) into a flat torus, which is not holomorphic w.r.t. 

any compatible complex structure. 

Proof: We first prove the following 

Lemma 3.4.1 On the generic Riemann 8urface of genu8 r > 6, there exists an open 

set of subspaces of complex dimension r - k, /,: = 1,2 and 3, lie c HO( I(), s. t. 

1. Vk0Vk.l ~ HO(2I() is injective. where 1. means the orthogonal complement w.r.t. 

the polarization on the Riemann surfaCE. 

Proof: By a Theorem of GiesekeI' ([21]) on each nonhyperelliptic Riemann surface there 

exists an open and dense set of subs paces l' C HO(J....'), with dilll,cJ' =:L \'0Ho(I()

H O(2I() surjectivE'. and for the generic three dimensional subspace Ire \'.1 also the 

map II' 0 HO(J....') - HO(2A') is surj('ctivE'. Consider now \ Ie containing \', :.? holds 

directly. 1 also holds: in fact for k = 1 there is not hing to be IHOH'd: for /... = :.? 

Condition 1 follo\\'s direct Iy from the Base Point Fre(' Pencil Trick ([ 1]): for /... = :~ w(' 

(jO 



can choose Vk in such a way that ll0 HO( I{) - HO( 2I() is surjectiye and therefore 

it has to be an isomorphism. This clearly implies 1. o 

As in the proof of Criterion 2 in [1.5] the above Lemma implies that there exists 

a dense subset D'k of the Riemann moduli space S.t. if P E Dr. then there exists a 

su bspace Vk C HO ( A') of dimension r - k s. t. 

1. for any basis {7]1 .... , 7]r-k} of 1 I. . its periods define a sublattice of the jacobian 

and 

We now observe that 

Therefore the map 11. 0 l~. ~ HO(2I() has non trivial kernel for k = 1 and l' ~ I. 

k = 2 and r > 9, k = 3 and r ~ 12. This means that the canonical image of (~r.fl) is 

contained in a non zero quadric involving just {7]1,' ... llr-k}. i.e. there exists a basis 

Now we can adapt the proof of Theorem 3A.l to our case. 

Let 

be defined by 

where 

( 

Idn 
.II = 

o 

o 

Idr- k - n o 

As in Theorem :L..t.l fo is a holomorphic map \\'ith just tri\'ial Jacobi fields. because 

the map (;'J*: HO(C- l 0 k) - H°(2J..-) is surjectiye by construction. 

Therefore \H' can again conlcude that fs is a family of minimal immersions. con

formal w.r.t. Jl and not holomorphic W.1'.t. any compatibl(' complex struclur(' agaill 

(>1 



by Corollary 3.3.1. To prove that fs is stable for .s sufficiently small. we need just to 

observe that the space Vk is base point free by 2. and therefore fo is free of branch 

points. The same argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.-1. 1 concludes the proof. 0 

Remark 3.4.1 1. The proof of the above theorem requirEs r > 7 in ordE r to E IISli re 

the existence of a quadric through the canonical cureE im'o!t'ing just a sEt of 

differential.s whose periods form a .sublattice of thE whole periods latticE. For 

r < 7 thi.s could be fal,se: fix for example r = -± and k = 1 (U'E refer to [14] 

for a study of Vi). If there exi.st.s a three dimensional subspacE 1 r C HO(I() s.t. 

V ® HO( I() ~ HO(2I() i.s surjective. then such a map has to bE an isomorphism. 

In particular V ® V -----r HO(2I() cannot have non tril'ial hrnel. This actually 

shows that the strategy of the above theorems cannot be used to produce stable non 

holomorphic minimal immersions into fiat tori of dimension 6. 

2. A natural que.stion is whether Vic contains families of Riemann surfaces. From 

Colombo-Pirola's analysis one easily gets that V~ does not contain any family, 

while Vi and V; contain families of (real) dimensions -±1'--± and 2r-2 respectively. 

The strategy of the proofs of theorems 3.4.1 and 3.-1.2 deserves some comments. 

There are two questions we want to study: 

• if we keep fixed the conformal structure /-L. is it possible to find a smooth family 

cPt: ~ ~ (J(~). eucl) of non congruent minimal immersions all conformal w.r.t. 

/-L and s.t. cPo is the Abel-Jacobi map? 

• Is it possible to characterize the possible families of lattices ~\t for which there 

exists a smooth family cPt: ~ - (R,2n lAt. e ucl) as above? 

The answer to the first problem is known to be negative. In fact. such a family 

would form a family of homotopic harmonic maps which. by Hartman's Uniqueness 

Theorem 5.1.1 (s('(' [23]). has to be constant up to isometries of the torus. 

Tlunfore tIl( lattic( '\0 lUI." to l7WCf, bllt Iw(/'( This qu(,stion is a special case of a 

problem studied in Chapter;)' \Vhat happens is that then' exists (Ill open subs(,t \' of 

( .. ) )-



d· . 2 2 
ImenslOn r +6-.5r of the space of fiat tori. S.t. .\0 E'~ and for en'r.\" .\t C F. there 

exists a smooth family of stable conformal minimal immersions Ot: ~ - (JR2nj.\t. fUel). 

each of which is not holomorphic w.r.t. any compatible complex structure (apart from 

cPo of course). This follows directly from the fact that the period map (see Chapter .j) 

is a local isomorphism around cPo. In fact the remaining 6r - 6 directions in the moduli 

space of fiat tori, correspond precisely to the infinitesimal deformations of conformal 

structures. 

3.5 Stable non holomorphic minimal surfaces 

In the previous section we have proved the existence of stable non holomorphic minimal 

surfaces in fiat tori. We have remarked that we have to construct also special flat tori 

to exibit these examples. We want now to prove that the space of fiat tori in which 

these surfaces exist is in fact generic. i.e. it is an open and dense subset of the moduli 

space of fiat tori described in section 2. In order to do this we have to analyze how 

special are the holomorphic ones. The first observation is the following: consider a 

map u: ~r ---+ T2r s.t. u* is an isomorphism p on Hl(~r.Z); as we have seen in the 

introduction. we can associate to such a map an integral non degenerate 2-form Q on 

T2r s.t. u*(Q) = \, where \ is the intersection form on the surface. We first want to 

be able to recognize the fiat metrics for which there exists an immersion holomorphic 

w.r.t. a compatible complex structure. In a similar way to the proof of Theorem 2.1.3 

we have the following: 

Proposition 3.5.1 Let lIi: ~rl - T 2r" i = 1. .... p be a collection of maps S.t. 

1. lli is holomorphic il'.r.t. a comp/for structure )1' 

and let Qi be thc illtegm/ '2-for17l 011 [21'; ('0 lI .... t1'/1 l'l( d fmlll " 1 _ (l.'i 1II tlu introduction. 

ThcII 



is isomorphic as principally polarized abelian l'ariEfy to 

Proof: This propostion follows directly from the Matsusaka-Ran Criterion (see [29]). 

but we give here a simpler direct proof. \Ve prove that for each i. (rll', . .Ii. Qd is 

isomorphic to J(~rJ. First we notice that Qi polarizes .h: in fact by the rnin'rsal 

Property of the Abel-Jacobi map j (Theorem 3.3.1) we know that tii = Jli 0 j where 

Mi: J(~rJ ~ (T 2ri , ·h) is a complex linear map. )'loreover. by the construction of j. 

we know that j*( Q') = :\, where Q' is the principal polarization on the jacobian of the 

surface. Therefore Mt( Q) = Q'. and since Ali is a complex linear map, we have the 

claim. Therefore the map ~Ali is the isomorphism we were looking for. o 

We are now in position to prove genericity of stable non holomorphic minimal 

. . 
ImmerSIOns. 

Fix a topological surface of genus r ~ ~" and an isomorphism 

Let us define 

Mp = {fiat tori of dimension 21', (T 2',g), I there exists u: ~r - (T 2r,g) minimal 

stable non holomorphic \V .r.t. any compatible complex structure with u* = p} . 

The results proved in section 3 show that . \It p = 0 for r = 2. 3. 

Theorem 3.5.1 For all ,. 2:: -L .\lt p is open and dEnSE in the spaCE of flat tori. 

Proof: Let us fix a symplectic basis {nl' dil, i = 1."., r of Hl(~r. Z) and define 

Ai = p(O'I).Pi = di' Consider a continuous map II from the surface to the torus with p 

as action on Hl(~r' Z). Csing the main result in Chapter 2. \\'(l know that there ('xists 

a stable minimal immersion it of a Riemann surface or genus r. possibl~' wit h nod('s. 

s,t. i,* = p . . \s above. let Q be the integral non degenerate 2-form Oil r 2
,. induced 



by p, i.e. Q = I: Ai 1\ J-li. If u is holomorphic w.r.t. J. then by Proposition 3.,).1 

we know that (T2r, J. Q) is isomorphic. as polarized abelian variety. to the canonically 

polarized sum of the jacobians of the closures of the parts of the Riemann surface with 

nodes, on which u is defined. Moreover. by construction. this isomorphism has to send 

a symplectic basis for the sum of the jacobians into the symplectic basis of (yll". J. Q) 

given by {Ai, J-li}. 

Therefore the flat metrics for which such a map exists, form smooth families of 

(real) dimensions r2 + 6(r - k) - 6(p - k) + 2k (which is less than 1'2 + r for l' ~ -t!), 

where k is the number of elliptic curves among the ~r" whose closures intersect in the 

moduli space of flat metrics. o 

Using Proposition 3.5.1 we can moreover describe when nodes occur in the area 

minimizing process among maps with a fixed injective action in homology. Let us 

construct an explicit example: consider the flat ., square" -t-torus, T4 = (]R4 /Z4, go), 

and a 2-form on it, Q = dXI 1\ dX3 + dX2 1\ dX4, where Xi are the standard coordinates 

on ]R4. The set of compatible complex structures is described by 

Consider a closed topological surface of genus 2, ~, and the isomorphism 

p: HI(L-, Z) - HI (T4 , Z), defined by p( oJ = (I Vi = L .. " -t. \vhere {o;} is a symplec

tic basis for HI(~'Z), and {EI} is the canonical basis of]R4. Suppose now to minimize 

area among all maps with action p on HI(~'Z), Observe that 

\(0, ,1) = Q(p(o:).p(.J)), V n.'; E Hd~· Z) . 

\Y(' are therefore in the situation of the beginning of this section. If. rllIllllllg the 

t a. ,,",·t (·,.bln 1111'nimal immersion of a Hiemann surface of gpnus minimizing proc('ss. \\'(' g(' ," 



2, then, by Corollary :3 .. ).1, we would have that there exists a compatible complex 

structure J on T 4, s.t. (T4, J. Q) is isomorphic to a jacobian of some Riemann surface. 

On the other hand, it easily seen that the only compatible complex structures which 

polarizes Q are given by .r = z = o. y = ±l. But in both these cases the abelian 

surface we get is isomorphic to the canonically polarized product of two elliptic curves. 

and therefore, by the Matsusaka-Ran criterion ([29] and Chapter 1 for an alternative 

proof), it can't be the jacobian of a Riemann surface of genus 2. This contradiction 

implies that nodes have to occur in the limit of the area minimizing process. 

This idea is clearly very effective to describe the occurence of nodes in the mentioned 

minimizing process in flat tori of dimension 4: and 6. \vhere it is relatively simple to 

distinguish jacobians among all abelian varieties and where by Theorems 2.3.1 and 

Corollary 3.3.2, we know that we have to end up with a map holomorphic with respect 

to some compatible complex structure. The main results of this Chapter show that 

this is not always the case. 

Remark 3.5.1 WE want to conclude this Chapter with a discussion of some natural 

questions arising from our research, which will be left to future in PEst igation. 

Problem 5 Given a principally polari::Ed abelian variety (T2r. J. Q), is it true that de-

generation to a Riemann surface with nodes in the 'minimizing procedure is independent 

of choice of 9 herrnitian w. r. t. J? 

Observe that if r ~ 4 arul thE abelian l'ariety is a jacobian of a smooth RiEmann 

surface. then thE answer is yes. because if for S0177'( g he nnitian w. r. t. J U'l' get node s. 

then (T 21', J, Q) is thf sum of jacobians of RiEmann surface .... of fOINr genu.'.;. (chich is 

impossiblE. H'p beliecf the ansu'c,. should be YES ill g(J1(ml. 

Problem 6 If (7'2,.. J. Q) is a prillcipally polari::f(1 abeliall I'u,.i( ty, which dm s 1I0t COII

tain any prilwijJ(/lly pola,.i::((1 abelian subc(/rirly. th(lI. after hacillg .find a ri(I//(/lIl1iall 

1 '1' t J th '1117"III"III'::illg IJI'un dill'( oil'(.'i ([ millimal iml/II ,. .... iull of a I/If tric UTili 1 1(111 11'. ,... • , ' (. :J 

Riemann slllla('( with lIod( s. 

(j() 



Despite the simplicity of the above statemEnt, U'E do not knou' u~hat i .... a rea::-onablf 

guess. If r < 7 we know that if the minimizing proceduTE dEgEnEratEs then U'E u'oldd 

get a minimal immersion of a Riemann surface of gEnus k ::; 3, ~k. in8idf: a subtorus 

(T2k, 9IT2k)' which has to be holomorphic w.r.t. a compler structure J' compatible with 

glT2k' In order to answer affirmativEly Problem 6 in this caSE, onE should proCE that 

the natural inclusion (T2k. J') ----T (T2T, J) is holomorphic. 

(ji 



Chapter 4 

Stable Complete Minimal 

Surfaces • Hyper kahler In 

Manifolds 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous ('hapter we h([\'(' studied the relation jwt\\'(,PII stability and holomor-

phicity for minimal immersions of closed surfaces in fiat tori; We' wallt now to study the 

same problem for pu:-;sibl.\' open :-;urfaces in ~-manifolds. The main q upst ion \ve :-;t udy 

is the following: 

Problem 7 (//n II Oil /.'iO/l/( tr/c st([blr m/nim([/ /mmEr..,/on F: JI - ~\ of ([ COli/ph If 

o l' / ( /I t ((/ S 1/ I/O n J f / II to ([ II.1J1H d:iill Ir l' ~ -1lI ([ n tj"old "Y. /,~ F holomo Iph i (' II' it h 1'( ."'fl((' I to 

S()III( orthogollal ('()IlIjJ/r ,r .'it l'1If'f 1/ l'( ()II .Y 'i 

In gener,lI til<' ,111:-;\\'('1' t() the above problem is 1t<'g,ltive: .\tiyah and lIitchin (['I]) 

11(\\,(, found an example of ;1 minimal two-sphere in tIl<' hyperkahler ~-lllallifoid . ~~1~. 

th(' lI11i\'('I':-;ai cm'('r of tile ('('lIt('r('d 2-1110nOp()I(':-, in JR.:) \\'it h finit(, action. \\'hich i:-; li()t 

hololllorphic \\'.r.t.. an~' COlllj)<lt ihl(' compl(',-: :-;tructllre ()II . ~1~. dlld which h(\:-, \)('('11 



In this Chapter we will find a sufficient condition on the immersion for the problem 

to have a positive answer. 

We recall (see Chapter 1) that for locally embedded submanifolds JJ in .Y the 

property to be a complex submanifold of (~Y . .I) can be expressed by saying that the 

tangent space TpAJ is .I-invariant for each p E JJ. \Yhen.Y has real dimension -! a 

way to measure the .I-invariance of T M is given by the Kahler angle: it follows from 

Wirtinger's inequality that if w is the restriction of the Kahler form of (.Y . .I) to T .1J, 

we can write w = CO.'3Q dVol.Al and that )IJ is a complex submanifold if and only if 

Q = 0 on M. 

It is possible to express the stability condition in terms of the Kahler angle. Micallef 

and Wolfson ([38]) proved that if M is stable and a is a section with compact support 

of the normal bundle then 

fM {18al' - 2[ldal2 + ~Ssin2allaI2}dVol ~ 0 , 

where S is the scalar curvature of N. Using this formula, they proved (Corollary 5.3 

pag. 260) that if N is hyperkahler (see section 2 for the definition), JIJ is compact and 

the normal bundle admits a holomorphic section, then the immersion F is holomorphic 

with respect to one of the complex structures of N. 

We'll apply the previous formula in the case N is hyperkahler and M not necessarely 

compact. The crucial problem is then to produce a holomorphic section of the normal 

bundle with appropriate growth and to do this we'll need some further hypothesis. 

To overcome this problem we assume that the composition of the Gauss lift (see 

section 2 for the definition) with the projection over the sphere 8 2 omits an open set. 

A key observation, due to Eells and Salamon ([16]). is that. under our assumptions. 

this map is anti-holomorphic. extending the analogy with the Gauss map of minimal 

surfaces in the euclidean space. This will a.llow us to prove the ma.in result of this 

Chapter: 
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Theorem 4.1.1 Let F: JJ ----,. lV be an isometric stable minimal immersion of a com

plete oriented surface M into a 4-dimensional hyperhihler manifold S. If the Gau",.~ 

lift F+: M ----,. ,5'+ = N x,5'2 omits an open SEt of ,5'2, then F is holomorphic with resPect 

to some orthogonal complex structure of N. 

About the assumption on the Gauss lift in the above theorem. we recall that the 

image of the Gauss lift of the stable two sphere found by A.tiyah and Hitchin mentioned 

before, is the whole ,5'2. 

As we will see in the proof of the main theorem the condition on the Gauss lift is 

equivalent to the requirement for the Kahler angle to omit an open set of [0, 1T']. As we 

explained in the Chapter 1, this shows that our theorem generalizes Theorem 1.2.5. 

4.2 Notations and Definitions 

Let N be a riemannian manifold with metric g, M a Riemann surface and F: M - N 

a map. Let \7 denote the Levi-Civita connections on TAl and F-1T N. 

Let now assume that dimN = 4 and N is oriented. In this case the Hodge-star 

operator *: A 2( TN) ---7 A 2(T N). gives rise to a decomposition 

where A~(T N) are the eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues ±1. The elements 

of A~ are called self-dual and a'ntiself-dual forms respectively. Let S± = S(A~) be the 

two-sphere bundle of unit vectors. The Grassmann bundle Ch is the bundle whose fibre 

at :z; E N is G2(TxN), the space of oriented two dimensional subspaces of T:rN. 

We can associate to an immersion F: ~11 - N another map. called the Go u-"", lift of 

F, F: AJ - G2 defined b~v 

which is an element of G2( TrS) where F(p) = .1'. In t he case of imm('rsions in the 

euclidean spare it is possible to en'oid the difficulty of working with bundles in the 

following way: gin'll F: Jl - ~n define IF: .11 --,. (;2(~n) where IF(P) is the two plalw 
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F*(TpM) translated to the origin. ~/F is called the Gauss map. \Ye recall that G
2
(lR n ) 

may be identified with a quadric Qn-2 in cpn-l, and that a conformal immersion 

is harmonic if and only if ~/F: J11 ~ Qn-2 is anti-holomorphic (see Chern [11]). It i~ 

well known that Q2 is diffeomorphic to 8 2 X 8 2 using Plucker coordinates (e.g. see 

Chern-Spanier [12]). The same happens also in the general case: indeed G2 ( TrS) is 

isomorphic to (8+)x x (8_)x and so we have two projections p±: G2(TS) - S± and 

two new maps F±: M -, 5'±. F± = p± 0 F. Hence if ~V = IRn. F+ is the projection of 

IF onto the first 8 2 and this gives the relation between our theorem and 1Iicallef·s. 

It is possible to give an interpretation of the bundles 8± in terms of almost complex 

structures over N. In fact if w E 8± on the x-fiber. then it is clearly possible to choose 

an oriented orthonormal basis {Ed of TxN such that w = el /\ e2 + e3 /\ (4. Defining 

J el = e2, J e3 = e4 and J2 = -1. we get an almost complex structure over S oriented 

consistenly with N. If ()i is the dual basis of ei then w = ()l /\ ()2 + ()3 /\ ()4 is the 

fundamental 2-form associated to the almost complex structure.] given by g(.]X, Y). 

In the case of S_ we get contrariwise oriented almost complex structures over N. 

By definition a riemannian manifold is called hyperkiihler if it admits a family of 

compatible complex structures parametrized by 8 2 , with respect to each of which the 

manifold is Kahler. In this case 8+ = N X 8 2 and every point of the sphere represents 

a complex structure on N. 

Let (N,g,J) be an hermitian manifold. i.e. 9 is a riemannian metric,.] a complex 

structure such that g( JX, .]}') = g(X, Y) for every X, Y E TN, w the fundamental 

2-form and v the fundamental 2-vector of N. If ei is a unitary basis of T(l,O) ,;V, i.e. 

n 

U = -i L ek /\ €k . 

k=l 

Let us denote by Tci 1 ,1).V the space of (1. I)-vectors orthogonal to I'. SO we have 

It is easy to prove that. if dimS = c!. 
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If y is a point in the x- fibre of S+, then TyS+ = Vy tlJ 1ty where Vy is the space of 

vertical vectors, i.e. those tangent to the fiber (S+)I' By (..t.1) Vy::: is isomorphic, via 

an isomorphism v, to TP,O)S EB Tlo. 2)s. 

By the above observation y fixes an almost complex structure, .] ;:-(y). on TIS. For 

any y in the x-fibre of S+. 7r *IHy defines an isomorphism between 1ty and TIS. \Ye 

will denote this isomorphism with J.1. So we can define an almost complex structure .]1 

(warning: this is called .h in [16]) on S+ by 

where I is minus the standard complex structure on S2. This means that the vectors 

of type (1,0) with respect to .h in TyS+ are given by (T2'O) ~y)J.l EB (TjO,2) NY'. Let us 

recall the following (see Eells-Salamon [16]) : 

Theorem 4.2.1 If F: AI - N is a conformal and harmonic immersion. then F+ zs 

J1 - holomorphic. 

Proof: First we observe that if w is the fundamental 2-vector associated to an almost 

complex structure.] of N then for every X E TS+. \"xw E T(2,o)S+ EB T(O,2)S+. Then 

if J is the almost complex structure defined by F+. we have 

\" 8 W E T(2,O) EB T(O,2) . 
F. 8z 

AtapointpEM, 

where z is a complex coordinate centered at p given by isothermal real coordinates on 

M and), is the conformal factor of the immersion, i.e. ). is the squaTe of the length of 

F*( tz)' So we have 

1 a). 1 a a a .~ ~ ] 
\' F. :z ll) = ). 0:: ll) + "2 i /\ (1 - * ) [ (\" F. i:~= (F. a z ) ) A ( F* ( iJ:: ) ) + ( F* iJ:: ) A (\" F. i-~= ( I .. iJ:: )) . 

The (2.0) component with respect to .h is then zero because (F* ;/: ) A (\" F. :z (F. ;~~ )) 

va.nishes since F is ha.rmonic. 

-.) 
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Since 

- 8· 
we have to show that F+*( 8z) IS a (1. 0) vector with respect to .h. But this follows 

from the fact that F+(p) is a complex structure such that p is a complex point for F. 

o 

Then we are in the following situation: given an hyperkahler manifold S and a 

minimal isometric immersion F: JI - S we have 

where 7r is the projection on the second factor and p is the stereographic projection. On 

S2 we are considering the usual complex structure so that 7r 0 P + is anti-holomorphic. 

If the Gauss lift F+ omits an open set of S2 we have, after composition with a stereo-

graphic projection with pole in this open set and conjugation. a bounded holomorphic 

map from M to C. Let us call this function g. This will be a crucial point in the proof 

of our theorem. 

4.3 Proof of the nlain result 

Micallef and Wolfson ([38]) proved that the stability condition implies that. for every 

compactly supported section a of the complexified normal bundle vc: 

where S is the scalar curvature of .N. If .N is hyperkahler then S = o. So we have 

( ·-1.:2) 

Suppose there (.risis a global holomorphic sEction a of lJ: ill L2. Then. taking a 

cut-off function fR such that fR = 1 on BR(P)' fR = 0 outside B 2R(p) and Id(fR)1 < R 

(,\'(\rywhere. applying 1.2 to fa we get 



Letting R ---,. 00 we have that. since (j E L2. do: = 0 and so 0: is constant on JI. ~ ow. 

as in [54], choose a point p E Jl and a complex structure on TS such that TpJJ is a 

complex subspace of TF(p)N. The Kahler angle of this complex structure vanishes at 

p, but it is still constant on .1.11. Then the immersion is holomorphic with T'(. ... jJf.d to this 

complex 8tructure of N. 

So the following lemma concludes the proof of the theorem: 

Lemma 4.3.1 If the hypothe8e8 of the theorem hold thE n thE rE e.ri8f8 a global holomor-

phic 8ection (j of the complexified normal bundle such that (j is squarE integrable. 

Proof: Let W be an open set of,5'2 s.t. IF C S2 \ F+(Jl). and J a complex structure 

on N corresponding, via the discussion in section 2. to a point in lr. \Ye then have 

1 - cosaJ < 1 - f, f > 0, everywhere on 111. Since F is conformal there exist {el. e2} 

local real vector fields in F*(TM) such that F*Cf.:) = jf(f l - ie2). where A is the 

conformal factor of the immersion; then we complete {fl. e2} to a local orthonormal 

basis of TN, {el' .... C4}. Defining 

(·1.3 ) 

we have directly that 

This means, by the discussion in section 2. that the angle between J as a point of 

the sphere and F + (p) is precisely the Kahler angle at p and therefore the stereographic 

projection of F+, from the point corresponding to J in ,5'2 has norm l~l;O~;J' 

We will indicate the hermitian product of X and Y by g(X. Y) and X·)' = g(S. V). 

so that the· product is complex bilinear. Define s = [J F*( ,Xi: )].1 . where J is a complex 

structure on Nand 1.. is the projection onto the normal bundle 1/:. 

s is a local holomorphic section of 1/11:' in fa.ct: 

F ( (1) [ J l~ ( ;) )] T) -D z(('] * ;=J: - • 'x ;'1: -



where D is the covariant derivative in the normal bundle and \" is the covariant deriva

tive on N. The first term vanishes because.] is parallel and F is harmonic: t he second 

term vanishes also. To prove this first observe that 

(-1.6 ) 

+ (.] Fx( t:: ) . Fx( ,~:;) )F,,( ,]~)] 

but 

(-t.I) 

and then 

and then again harmonicity (i.e. \" F. :z F* gl-; = 0 ) proves our claim. 

Then Isj2 is a local meromorphic section of v,,::: in fact we have Dz-" = /8, where / 

is a complex valued function such that ;)~~s) = fs . s and therefore / = '=)I~X~sI2. 

So we have 

;) ( 1 ") - + 1 D (-) (;) ( 1 ) + 1 f-) c-
;)z rsr.5 Isl2 Z S = ;)z Isl2 Is12 .'i = 

(4.9 ) 

Since the Gauss lift omits the open set If' of 8 2 and it is holomorphic. taking pEl t', 

the function h defined by the conjugate of p 0 7r 0 P +, where p is the stereographic 

projection from the point p, is bounded and holomorphic. So JJ admits (see Ahlfors-

Sario [2] and Springer [52]) a square integrable holomorphic differential 13. In a local 

chart ((T, z). ;3 = (d::. Hence (J = Isj2 h( is a global meromorphic section of 1/:: in fact. 

if (1/, w) is another local chart such that en l' =I- 0 we have .3 = ('dlL'. where <.,'/ = ,:,~( 

d a a~ a [' T' d () () [' n T" an 1 = ,; -- "'~ on n I an so (J U' = (J :: on I . 
l W uW l'., 

To prove that (J is square integrable we look at the zeros of .'i which are the poin Is 

where 



Hence they are the anti-complex points of F with respect to .J (because there are no 

complex points w.r.t .J by assumption). 

We have then 

which is a locally bounded function. Hence 

and then is in L2, since f3 is in L2. o 

/"6 



Chapter 5 

On the Torelli and the 

Infinitesilllal Torelli Theorellls for 

Minilllal Illllllersions 

5 .1 Introduction 

In this Chapter we study rigidity of minimal immersion of closed surfaces in flat tori. 

First let us recall ([:2:3]. [.-!l]): 

Theorelll 5.1.1 If hand f.!. arE homotopic harmonic rnaV' ... of a c!o.,-u! RiEmann .'-u/'

fON in a fiat torus. thEn thEY diffEr by a tf'{JJ) .... /ation. 

This suggested to st lldy the following: 

Problem 8 GiNn 0 flat torus Tn = (lR.n/-\.Eucl) ond t~L'O homotopic mimimal im-

11I(I'."iOIl8 ()f a 811110('( of gEnus r into ['. o/'r thEY congruEnt'? 

For n = :3 .\Ieek:-- ([:{ 1]) has shown that the allswer i:-- lwgclti\'e for :--urfaces of genu:-- :3. 

\Ye want to study thi:-- problem for 11 = :l.,.. An indication that the anS\\'pr could be 

affcrmati\"(' rOllles fr( lIll a well known theorem in .\jg('ilraic Geomet ry. known a:-- the 

Ton,lli Thcor(,lll: 

I I 



Theorem 5.1.2 The jacobians of two Riemann surfaces arE isomorphic as polarized 

abelian varieties if and only if the two Riemann surfaces arf: biholomorphic. 

Holomorphic maps in a fixed Abelian variety A are special minimal maps in a fix:ed 

flat torus, just by choosing any flat metric hermitian w.r.t. the complex structure on 

A. The Torelli theorem then states that the equivalence class of a jacobian and a 

topological information (the polarization) determine uniquely the candidate conformal 

structure for the Riemann surface to embed holomorphically in it. 

For our approach a more sensible way to state Torelli's theorem is the following: 

consider a symplectic basis of closed curves {Oi. 3d i = L .... r on the topological 

surface of genus r, and let us indicate by Tr the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of 

genus r marked in this way. We can then define a map, called the period map. in this 

way: 

II: Tr ---;. M (r X 2 r. C) 

where {Wi} is the basis of holomorphic differentials on ~r dual to the curves {Ol' ... ,Or}. 

Another way to state Torelli's theorem is that II i8 injective. This suggested to try to 

see the holomorphic as a special case of Problem 8. 

By the Weierstrass Representation Theorem ([31]). we know that a conformal min

imal immersion 4>: ~r -- (lRn / A. euel) of a closed Riemann surface of genus r is given, 

up to a translation, by 

4>(p) = Re( {P WI,"" (P W n ) . 

Jpo Jpo 

with the following conditions 

1. Wi are holomorphic differentials on 2: r , 

2. 
n 

U>.l) 

i=l 

3. {Re(J(T....,'I .. .. ,J(Tu-·II)la E Hl(~I"Z)} is a sublattice of .\. 



In order to solve Problem 8 it is convenient to keep track of a fixed marking of 

the Riemann surface (i.e. of a basis of curves for the first homology of the topological 

surface of genus r), as we have seen for holomorphic maps. In fact we do not want 

to know just if two minimal immersions can give rise to the same set of periods, but 

also if these periods come from the same set of closed curves on the surface. \Ye will 

therefore consider the space 

[I;r, Gi, fJi] E 7;. .2:7:1 , .. :; = 0, 
( 5.2) 

{Wj} are independent over the reals} . 

We can now generalize in an obvious way the notion of period mapping for minimal 

immersions. It is in fact immediate to check that IT is well defined b~' the following 

formula: 

IT: Mr ~ Gl(2r,lR) 

fetr WI f;31 WI J -..)1 ;3r 

II(p)=Re 
fetr W2 f;31 W2 (5.3) 

Our first result is the following: 

Theorem 5.1.3 IT is not injective for r 2:: :3 .. by Theorem 5.1.1 the points giving the 

same periods correspond to distinct Riemann surfaces. 

The proof of Theorem 5.1.3 allows us to refine the information about the induced 

conformal structures coming from Hartman's Uniqueness Theorem: 

Corollary 5.1.1 ThET'f o:ist tlCO minimal illlll1ersiol1s, onE inducing a nonhyperElliptic 

structure and another inducing a hyperelliptic structure which girE riSE to the 8(l11lE 

periods. 



We recall that the moduli space of fiat tori (i.e. fiat tori up to isometries) is given 

by (see Chapter 3): 

\
Gl(2r.JR.) 

0(2r.JR.) /81(21'. Z) . 
(5.-1) 

From the geometric point of view it is natural to consider two minimal immersions 

III two different tori to be the same if one is the composition of the other with an 

isometry of the torus. Therefore a more sensible definition of period map would be 

II(p) = [[II(p)]], where [[ ]] indicates the equivalence class in (.5A). But the elements 

of 81(2r, Z) leave the lattice fixed and then by composing a minimal immersion with 

such an element (different from the identity) we would get a minimal immersion in the 

same torus, but with a different action on the first homology groups. We can therefore 

disregard this action in studying Problem 8. 

We observe that the orthogonal group O( 21'. JR.) acts on Mr too in the following way: 

since we are looking at full minimal immersions we can write, up to reordering of the 

is a basis of holomorphic differentials of ~r, and A is a complex r X r matrix, with 

invertible imaginary part. Vile can then define O(p) = {[~r.cli,;3i],w(Idr A)O}. 

It is immediate to see that 11( 0 (p)) = l1(p)O. The above discussion implies the 

following: 

Proposition 5.1.1 The answer to Problem 8 is affirmative if and only if the induced 

map IT: Mr/0(2r, JR.) ----- GI(2r.JR.)/0(2r,JR.) is injective. 

Theorem 5.1.3 implies therefore that the answer is negative for r > 3. It became 

natural then to ask whether the fiat metrics for which such minimal immersions exist 

are special in the moduli space of metrics on a torus. Our next result shows that this 

is not the case: 

Theorem 5.1.4 For (l'fl'.I) flat torus (T2r. fUel). r 2': :3. then crists (Ill illj(-(·til'( homo-

morphism p from Hl(~r'Z) to H 1(T 2r .Z). alld fico (11011 cOllgrll(lIf) mimima/ immtl'-

8ion .... from, ~T to (T 2r,( lid) illdll('illY P in hornology illdllcillq 111'0 dijT(l'fllf conformal 

8trUc/U/'C8 UII the 811II([('(· 

:--:0 



We can also show that one of the two minimal immersions in Theorem .5.1.-1 can be 

choosen among stable ones, but we do not know whether it is possible to choose both 

such maps to be stable. 

For r = 2 we will show that II is injective (see below for a discussion of this case) 

using a very different approach. \Ve will see that this implies also that Problem 8 has 

an affermative solution in this case. 

Because of the negative solution the our basic problem, it became natural to study 

whether there could exist families of homotopic non congruent minimal immersion in 

a fixed flat torus. We.have therefore studied the following question: 

• Is II an immersion? 

Clearly this question makes sense only at smooth point of .vtr' In section 2 we study 

the geometry of this space, which is linked with classical theory of Algebraic Curves. 

In particular we have that M2 is a smooth manifold and that for r ~ :3, Mr is an 

analytic variety of real dimension ..±r2, and which is the union of two subvarieties, M~ 

and M~ of the same dimension as Mr and which project on the hyperelliptic locus and 

the nonhyperelliptic locus respectively. We will see that both M~ and M~ are smooth. 

We believe it would be interesting on its own to study the locus Lr = M~ n M~, which 

contains the points corresponding to the Abel-Jacobi maps of hyperelliptic surfaces. 

Remark 5.1.1 It is clearly possible to adopt a similar point of l'iew to study minimal 

immersions of ~r into Tn. defining a suitable moduli space M~. for any n grEater or 

equal to three. The thrEE dimensional case has been extensively studied by Pirola in 

{45}. The geometry of jvt~ and M; is rdated to l'ery classical proble T1ZS in thE theory 

of algebraic curl'f's. For cramplt tIlt structure of the singuiariti(.'.; of thE irrulll("ible 

components of tll(.<.;( moduli spaCfS for r > 6 is still subject of ("urr(lIt r(seaT'ch (8(( !41 

for r = ..±, 5), and is closely rElated to the singularitiEs of the singlllar /0("11.<'; of tIl( III( fa 

divisor. 

~1 



Once again when restricting our attention to those minimal maps which are holo

morphic w.r.t. a fixed complex structure compatible with the metric, this problem 

has been extensively studied in Algebraic Geometry and is known in the literature as 

Infinitesimal Torelli Theorem. In this very special context Oort-Steebrink ([42]) proved 

the hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces of genus r ~ 3 are points where the differential of 

the classical period map has some non trivial kerneL while they proved it to be an 

immersion restricting either to the hyperelliptic locus and to the non hyperelliptic one. 

We believe that the proofs (see section 2) of our theorems give some insight on the 

reasons of this phenomenon. 

A crucial step to prove our main results is to make a deailed study of the period 

map at the points corresponding to the Abel-Jacobi maps j::'r of hyperelliptic Riemann 

surface. Using Oort-Steebrink's theorem ([42]) we show that ker( dIll ,) = 0 at the 
Mr 

points corresponding to the Abel-Jacobi maps of hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces. On 

the other hand we know that at these points there are non trivial Jacobi fields. This 

shows that the first order variation of conformal structure inducing such Jacobi fields 

has to be nonhyperelliptic. 

Our main result in this direction is the following: 

Theorem 5.1.5 1. II is an immersion el'erywhere for r = 2. 

2. For r > 3 II is an immersion on an open and dense subset of M~ containing the 

Abel-Jacobi maps of the nonhyperelliptic Riemann surfaces, 

3. For r > 3 IlIM~ is an immersion on an open and dense subset of M~ containing 

the Abel-Jacobi maps of the hypereiliptic Riem.ann surfaces. 

We refer to section 2 for a precise discussion about the above statement. 

We also prove that with suitable restrictions of the domain the period map is in-

. ,,",2r 2 (1 t - 0 h jective. First let us observe that we can wnte L...,i=I"":i = 0 as w' cw ' - • were 

w = (WI •... , WI') is a basis of HO( A-) (we can assume t his by reordering the coordi

nates in T2r). and Q is a complex l' x l' symmetric matrix. \V(l say that the minimal 



immersion induce8 a quadric through the canonical curve of ~r. 

As we have proved in Chapter 3 the minimal immersions which induce the quadric 

Q = 0 are preci8ely the maps holomorphic w.r.t. a complex structure compatible with 

the metric. In the last section, using an argument similar to one we used in Chapter :2 in 

the proof of Theorem 2.1.:3. we prove that the period map is injecti\'e when the domain 

is restricted to this class of maps. By Corollaries 3.3.3 and 3.3.:2 we then directl~' get 

the following consequences: 

Corollary 5.1.2 1. The period map i8 injEctivE for r =:2. 

2. The period map i8 injective on M~. 

Let us finally recall that all full minimal immersion of a surface of genus,. in T2r are 

in fact embeddings. This was remarked in [3.5] too. and follows easily from the Abel's 

Theorem for minimal immersions. 

We believe this approach to the study of minimal immersions in flat tori or in the 

euclidean spaces to be extremely promising as far existence is concerned; unfortunately. 

since it basically relies on implicit function type arguments. one is still hungry for 

explicit examples. 

5.2 Moduli spaces of l11inimal ill1111ersions and period 111ap. 

In this section we give a description of a space which parametrizes the set of full minimal 

immersions of surfaces of genus l' > :2 in flat tori of real dimension :2r. The basic tool. 

which has been recalled in the introduction, is the Weierstrass Representation Theorem 

for such maps. This theorem tells us that a space parametrizing such maps is given by 

Mr. defined in section 1. This space is clearly an analytic variet~'. and the first thing 

we want to know is its dimension: 

Lemlna 5.2.1 For,. 2:::2 .Vi r has I'uJl dill/fllsiOIl -1,.2. (I lid. for,. 2:: :3. it is th( wuon 

1 / ' b 'I' 1 th ,L'(IIII( (1I'I>lf/l.~I'()II. Oll( .' AIr I/·hi('h /Jl'u./'(('t, ... 011/0 til( o hl'O alia ytu' 811 1'(Il'lf les 0 ,( , I. VI 

hype1'elliplic /O('Us. (lnd thf ot/I( I' .\;1~ OlltO the 1I01l-h,I//J( 1'(l/il'li(' (JII(, 



Proof: Let us first denote by h the natural projection h:. vtr - Yr. defined by 

h([~Tlai,,t3i],Wl'" .,W2r) = [~r.ai,,t3i]' \Ve first observe that we need to consider sep-

arately the case of conformal harmonic maps of hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces from 

the nonhyperelliptic ones: in fact a 2T-uple of holomorphic differentials defines a con-

formal map if it induces, in the sense described in the introduction. a quadric containg 

the canonical image of the Riemann surface. But the space of quadrics containing 

the canonical image of a Riemann surface is a vector space whose dimension depends 

only on the fact that the Riemann surface is hyperelliptic or not. For the same reason 

(which, we recall, does not hold in the case of M~.n < 2r). we have that taking an 

open set V" of a nonhyperelliptic surface contained in the nonhyperelliptic locus, and 

an open set V' of a hyperelliptic surface contained in the hyperelliptic locus. h-1
(,",,) 

and h-l(V') are smooth open sets . 

• Case 1: r==2. The Teichmiiller space of Riemann surfaces of genus 2 has real 

dimension 6. The choices of basis of holomorphic differentials are parametized 

by Gl(2, C). therefore giving a space of real dimension 8. By the Weierstrass 

Representation Theorem a minimal immersion is given by 

¢(p) = Re(lP 

w,wA) . 
Po 

where w is basis of holomorphic differentials and A is a complex 2 X 2 matrix. 

Observe that in this notation the conformality equation becomes 

(.5.5) 

But for r = 2 there are no non trivial quadrics containg the canonical curve of 

a Riemann surface and therefore I d + AA t = O. This means that we can choose 

A in the space of orthogonal complex matrices (multiplied b~' i). which has real 

dinlension 2. Then the dimension of .vt2 is 6 + R + 2 = 16 = -i .22 
as claimed . 

• Case 2: ~r nonhyperelliptic. Consider now a fixed nonhyperelliptic Riemann 

surface of genus r 2:: :3. It follows from ~oether\ Theorem (see [4]) that the space 



of quadrics in pr-l containing the canonical image of the surface is a vector space 

of real dimension (T - 2)( l' - 3). Therefore 1 using the same argument as above. 

around this surface we have an open subset of . vt r of dimension 

61' - 6 + ~1'2 + ( r - :2)( r - 3) - 1'( r + 1) = ~,.2 . 

• Case 3: ~r hyperelliptic. In the same way we know that the vector space 

of quadrics in pr-l containg the rational normal cun'e (i.e. the image of a 

hyperelliptic surface via the canonical map) is a vector space of real dimension 

(1' - 1)( l' - 2). Once again restricting ourselves to an open set of the hyperelliptic 

locus we get a manifold of dimension 

? 2 '-11' - :2 + ~r- + (r - 2)( 1" - 1) - r( r + 1) = ~r 

The lemma follows now directly. o 

Remark 5.2.1 The geometry of Mr riESEtl'f8 somE comments. By Ifmnw 5.:2.1 we 

have that not every point in M~ is a limit of points of M~. despite the nonhyperelliptic 

locus is dense in Tr. ThE points of M~ with this property, i.e. the set M~ n M~ = L r . 

seems to us to correspond to PE ry special minimal immersions of hyperelliptic Riemann 

surfaces. For example the Abel-Jacobi maps j::'r of hypereliiptic surfaces give points in 

L r , but clearly these are not all. ~Ff believe a more detailed investigation of this set to 

be interesting on its own. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1.5: By the above lemma the period map has domain and 

codomain of the same dimension, and therefore by proving theorem .5.1.3 we will prove 

that it is a local isomorphism around an open and dense subset of .\lt r . The crucial step 

in this direction has been made by Pirola in [4.5], see also [6], who proved the following: 

Theorem 5.2.1 If p E M r , there i8 an i80morphi8m 1/ between kerdTIp and the space 

of Jacobi vector jield8 along the minimal immersion corre8ponding to p, modulo the 

constant vector jield8. 

This theorem is our fundamental tool in the proofs of Theorems .5.1.3 and .5.1..5. 

The proof of Theorem 5.1..5 in fact reduces to exibit minimal immersions free of 

branch points with just 21' independent Jacobi fields. The (real) analycity of the period 

map then shows that if there is a point where it is an immersion, it has to be an 

immersion on an open and dense subset of the domain. Some care is required since, 

because of the subtle geometry of . vtr described in Lemma 5.2.1 and in the above 

remark, we need to find such immersions in . vt~ and in . vt~. 

The existence of points in . vt~ corresponding to minimal immersions wit h t he least 

number of Jacobi fields can be proved shO\\'ing directl,\' that the Abel-Jacobi map of 

the nonhyperelliptic Riemann surfaces has jl\st triyial vector fields as w(' han' shown 

in Cha.pter :3. This is not t he case for the .\bel-Jacobi map of a h~'perelliplic Hiemanll 



surface of genus l' > 2. We want to study in detail what happens at the points of Lr 

corresponding to the Abel-Jacobi maps of hyperelliptic surfaces. 

By a result of Simons ([.50]), we know that the space of Jacobi fields is giyen by 

HO(lI(L.r )) (see [38] for an alternative simpler proof). \Ve consider now the following 

exact sequence: 

and the associated long exact sequence: 

Since this sequence is exact we have immediately hO(lI~r) = d'im(cHO(lI~r) ~ 1'. By 

Serre-Kodaira duality Hl(TL.r ) = (Ho(2I())* and Hl(C/) = (Ho(C . l\."))*, where l\." is 

the canonical bundle of ~)'. As we have seen in the proof of the main results of Chapter 

3, we recall that im¢* =imN, where N: HO( I() 0 HO( I() - HO(2l\.") is the symmetric 

product of holomorphic differentials. It is a classical result ([19]) that , since ~r is 

hyperelliptic, dim~imN = 41' - 2. This implies that d£mp),:ET¢( = dim~im~~) = 21' - 4. 

Therefore dim~HO(lIL.r) = 41'-4 and then there exist 21'-4 non trivial Jacobi fields 

independent over the reals. By an explicit calculation Oort and Steebrink ([42], pag. 

174-177) proved the following result: let Ih be the restriction of the period map to the 

set of maps holomorphic w.r.t. a fixed complex structure on ~2r. Then ke1'd(IIhh:r is 

transversal to (TErHr), where Hr denotes the hyperelliptic locus. 

Hence we have 

Suppose now that there exists ,(t) E .\.1,.. s.t. ;(0) corresponds to the .\bel-.Jacohi 

map of a hyperelliptic Riemann surface ~,.. jEr' and that :/tIT(;(t))lt=() = O. By the 

mentioned result of Pirola ([l.j]), \\"(' han' that; induces a non triyial .Jacobi yector field 



v along fEr (unless h( ,( t)) does not depend on t, and therefore ~f (t) would be constant 

up to translations by Theorem 5.1.1), but, as we observed above. 0 =/-w(v) E Kfl'dIIh. 

and therefore the first order deformation of conformal structure induced by ~, has to 

be non hyperelliptic, and then it Ilt=o can not be a tangent vector to M~ at jE
r

. This 

proves that despite the existence of non trivial Jacobi fields along such maps the period 

map restricted to M~ is a local isomorphisms, since the deformations induced b!' such 

vector fields push the conformal structure out of the hyperelliptic locus. 

This argument and Theorem 5.2.1 prove the Theorem 5.1.5. o 

Remark 5.2.2 By the discussion in the proof of theorem 5.1.5, it follows directly that 

the generic minimal immersion has the least number of Jacobi fields. It seems plausible 

to conjecture that the points in L1' are precisely the ones corresponding to mimimal 

immersions with non trivial Jacobi fields. 

5.3 Non injectivity of the period map. 

In this section we use the tools of the previous section to prove that the period map 

can not be injective. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1.3 and of Corollary 5.1.1: 

Consider the Abel-Jacobi map ¢o of a hyperelliptic Riemann surface of genus r ~ 3. 

We can clearly find a sequence of nonhyperelliptic Riemann surfaces of the same genus 

whose Abel-Jacobi maps ()t converge to ¢o. As recalled in section 2 at ¢t the period 

map is a local isomorphism since the!' have just trivial Jacobi fields, and moreover I1IM' 
r 

is a local isomorphism at 00 too: therefore we get: 

• II(M~) n II(.vt~) f 0. 

Since M~. and .vt~ fiber over the hyperelliptic and the llonhyperelliptic locus re

spectively. not just the maps are different but also the induced conformal 81 rnet ures. 

o 



Remark 5.3.1 rr( /lOlL' (J/),~( 1,(,( th t f II( \ AI) n II( \ All) ~ 0. I a I - VI r • VI r r VJ U'E za l'E that tlu /'( (II"!,, 

an open set U of GI(Ll'.lR) s,t, U c II(.vt~) n II(.vt~). again bECaU,"f II i,~ a local 

i80morphi8m ot Ot fol' oil t (JI/r! III.vr~ i,~ a local i80rnorphis171 at OQ. 

By the above remark. and since around every Ot aU minimal immer~ion:; are :"table. 

we have that we can choose U in such a \\'<1,\' tha t for every p E U. II-I (p) n. \"1:' cont ain~ 

a stable minimal immersion. \YP thefefofe p(-Isil,\' get the following: 

Corollary 5.3.1 Fol' (1'(1',1) fial tOl'/IS (F 2r. fll c!), 1/IlI'( (,/'i,~/..., an il/j(dil'( homo/Hol'-

2. ¢ is sfault. 

,j. ¢ induces (J l/o/lh.lJ})( f'( lIi})1 ic' (,OIl./III'/IW.l sll'//d///'( 011 thr sIlII(Jf'(. lI·hilr (' il/du('( s 

a hype f'( II ip I i (' II II ( , 

Proof: The set of fiat tori \\'ich :;ati:;fy the propertie:; of the coroliar.\' cOlltains an open 

set W by Remark S.:Ll. But givC'n allY torn:; T.!.r. there ('xi:;L-; an isogellY I: r.!.1' ~ 1'21', 

where t2T E W. Therefore c)oI and VoL M(' full conformal minimal immersioll:; in T21' 

with the same action on hOlllolo~y, ~lo]'('o\'('I'. by the (lhm'(' relllark. W(' can choose 0 to 

be stable; this easily implies that cloI i~ :;table too. for e\'('I'Y I: in fact ('\'(']'y variation 

o 

\V(, want no\\' to stud.\' the period map for,. = l. :3. B,\' the lllentioned ('()rollari('s 

:LL3 and :L:3.:2. we know that ever.\' minimal immersion of a :;Ill'face of genus l into 

allv fiat T4 has to be holomorphic \\' .r.t. somE' complex st1'uct ure compat ible wit h tl\(, 

metric. 

\V(' wilnt 10 pro\'(' that the period lllap II i:; in.i('ctiv(' \\'hE'll \\'P \'(':;t1'ict tIl<' domain 

" I" \ ' ( I lr / ) 
t t1 ' l, -, of 111"1>"; ,'-llll>I)():-'(' \\'(' han' ;\ mlllllll<l 11ll1l1('I':-,IOIl 0: -'r - ,( U(' ,0 ,llS C (,,:;:-, <I " 

hoIolllorphic \\',I'.t, .J alld :;,t, it illduc(',,; dll i:-,()l\lOrphi:;\Il 01\ homology. ,\.., \\'E' ha\'(' 

S(,E'1l ill ('lipatcr :{ \\,p can (\:-':-'(l('ial(' to :-,llch ;\ map a l-form .. , .. :. which pulb hack \'ia 



<p to the intersection form on the surface. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1.:3. we ha\'e 

that (T2r, w, J) is isomorphic. as principally polarized abelian yariety. to the jacobian 

of 'E r . Moreover J has to be the uniquE complex strucutre compatible with the flat 

metric and which is positively polarized by.,.;.). Therefore J is completely determined 

by the isomorphism on homology and by the the flat metric. It is then impossible. by 

the classical Torelli Theorem. to have two distinct Riemann surfaces. which giye rise to 

the same periods. This proves the following generalizations of the Torelli Theorem: 

Theorem 5.3.1 II is injectil'E on the set of minimal immersions holonwrphic U'.1'.t. 

(also possibly different) cornpatible comple.r structurES, 

The above theorem leads directly to the following consequences: 

Corollary 5.3.2 1. Fo'r 7' = 2. II is injEctiN. 

2. II is injective on M~. 

3. For r > 3, II zs injective 0'11 the subsd of .vt~ corresponding to ",table minimal 

. . 
zmmerswns. 

A silnple corollary of Theorem 5.3.1 is that the map V constructed in Corollary 

5.3.1 has to be unstable for r = 3 since every stable minimal immersion inducing a 

hyperelliptic structure has to be holomorphic w.r.t. some compatible complex structure. 

It would be then interesting to know whether the period map is injective restricting 

the domain to the set of stable minimal immersion also of non hyperelliptic surfaces. 

Clearly this question is a special case of the Conjecture 2 in Chapter 2. 

Remark 5.3.2 The infinite ... ;jmal study of the JX I'iod map /ul I/S to sho(c that II 18 

generically an immersion. It is ... ,fill /'f(/ .... oll(Jble to a .... /.· (chff//( I' it is /)() ........ ibh to deform 

the Abel-Jacobi iliaI' of a hype I'dliptic Ri(fllallll .... //lla('( through llIinimal iTIIIII( 1'.'" 10 liS IT! 

the same torus. Qllr (/I/(/Iy .... i .... of th( J)( I'iml map c/()( .... not gil'( ([/I al/ .... /I·( r to thi .... problfl1l 

(c.rccp! of co 11 1'''''( fO'1' I' = 2), .\ .... /)(('i([I .... iil/([tioll t, ... tL'lul/ /' =:L if· ... /If,h (/ family O(t) 

I b t/ I I · . 17 tIl ,'"dllnd ('Ol/forllw/ .... tl'llctllf'( .... hul'( 10 ('/zall(.I(, ('j·i .... t ..... t /( /I Y If ([ JO/'( (/ .... ('11 ........ '0. ( )' 
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Then by Oort-5'teeb,.ink·s thEO!'f:m it ha.<; to becomE nonhyperEiliptic. i.E. o(t) E .\;f~ JOT' 

t /; O. But the pEriod map is injEctil'E on this .'.ft. then getting a contradiction. For 

r > 4 the induced conformal structurES still should become nonhyperelliptic. but ll't do 

not know whether the period rn ([ jJ is i njfct i l'E on . 'v1 ~ . 
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